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sorting and analysingprehistoric potteryand flint
andtheresults ofthis workarepresented inchapter
4. A start has been made on the Romano-British
pottery but work on thathas been delayed as we
try to find means for discriminating between Late
Iron Age and Early Romano-British and Late
Romano-British and Post Romanfabrics. We are
fortunate m. that several test pits produced good
examples of form from the earlier period. John
Davey has now made analysis of the Medieval
potteryrecovered fromthe surveyworkan integra1
part ofhis Ph D, andhe has gone onto sort out the
Post Medieval material as well.

2002 was a remarkable year for the amount of
ground covered by our very labour intensive
methods, and for the qualityofthe data recovered.
Someofthis data will transformthe way we think
aboutkeyperiods,particularlythe 1st century AD.
OurSmnmer2003tIlliningexcavationhas enhanced
our understandingofit stillfurther. In themeantime
surveyhas been comp1et:ed in Locality 1, focusing
on the area east of Queen Camel and from the
west end of the Weston Bampfylde Ridge down
Henshall Brook. Andfollowing the success ofthe
joint application to the AHRBfromtheUniversities
of Bristol and Oxford (headedby Oxford's Gary
Lock and supportedby Bristol'sMarkCorneyand
MichaelCosten) we have now movedonto Seven
Wellsin Locality 4.

Richard Tabor

The projectarea encompasses 64 sqIan centred on
Cadbury Castle, Somerset, a multivaIlate hillfort
at the neckofBritain's southwest peninsula (Fig
ure 1.1), at the interfacebetween a Jurassic lime
stone ridge to the south and east, and low-lying
lias clays to the north and north west. Springs is
suingfromthe lowerslopesdrainwestwards, even
tually converging as the riversCam andYeo, tribu
taries ofthe river Parrett, which empties into the
Bristol Channel. In the wider cootext it is sand
wichedto the south and east by the chalk Downs
of central southern Britain,the peats and clays of
the SomersetLevels to the west, andthe carbonif
erous limestone ofthe Mendip Hills to the north.

Research inthe area, including workby the SCEP,
andthe project's researchstrategy, are summarised
in last year's interim report (Tabor 2003, 6-8 and
11-13). The present report deals with the period
from January 2002 to December 2003. h offers
only a preliminary view of all aspects covered,
rangingfromgeophysical survey, throughtest and
shovelpitting,to excavation.

Fieldwork resumed as early as mid-January,
continuing within the 2 x 2 Ian square around
Cadbury Castle (Locality2 inFigure 1.2). Wehad
finished the previous year at Castle Farm,
immediately east of the hillfort, but now moveda
few hundred metres southwards, into Crissells
Green. Thegradiometer surveycontinuedto be very
effective here and in the adjoining Eastcombeand
East Field,with TestPits (fps) and a small trench
providingexceptional corroborative evidence. The
springwasspentamongstthe appleblossoms below
the south west gate and across Henshall Brook at
Parsonage Farm,test and shovelpitting fieldswhere
Carolyn Waller had carried out the geophysical
survey in 1997. Then we began to make inroads
across the ratherbleakerWeston Bampfylde Ridge
in Locality Ia. Two trenches were opened on
Sigwells fortheearlySummertrainingexcavations.
In the Autumn wetook full advantage ofthenarrow
windowofopportunitybetweenharvest andsowing
to complete the shovel and test pitting at Milsoms
Comer,completing the requiredsamplefor Locality
2, and then returnedto Locality la, whichwe had
completed by early November. In the later part of
that monthwestartedworkat LickHills, Sparkfoni,
our first step into Locality 1. This was a morale
boost as it gavea clear signthatwe were ahead of
schedule with the fieldwork beforeclosing for the
Christmas and New Yearbreak.

Muchofthe first three months of 2003 were spent

1 Introduction

South C3dburyEnvironsProject 1
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2 Artefact analysis

A Medieval pottery series

John Davey

Introdnction

This fabric series has been established in order to
enable the dating, and for the better understanding
of the provenance, of all medieval and modem
sherdsrecoveredbythe project. Thisdata has been
collated,usingGIS,withthe geophysical plots.The
results are displayed below. Members of theproject
have already undertakento analysethe prehistoric
(Tabor, 2002) and Roman (Leach,2002) fabrics.

Methodology

Sherds recovered by the project through shovel
pitting,test pittingand, occasionally, fieldwalking,
were first divided into prehistoric, Roman or
Medieval by Richard Tabor. The author then
inspectedevery Medieval and modern sherd under
a lOx-magnification lens. Becausea large number
of the sherds were recovered from ploughsoil and,
therefore,in a poor state ofpreservation, theywere
dividedinto groups based entirely on fabric, rather
than form or decoration. These fabric groups are
listed below. It was then necessary to associate
thesegroupswithpreviously described fabrictypes
inorderto date themand establish a possiblesource
of manufacture. This was done initially using
published fabric descriptions from Ilchester
(Pearson, 1982), Shapwick (Gerrard, 1993),
Cheddar (Rahtz, 1979, 308-351), Donyatt
(Coleman-Smith and Pearson, 1988,99-344) and
SouthCadbury(Stevenson & Alcock, 1995). It was
also necessary to confirm these associations by
studying pottery from around the region held at
SomersetCountymuseum. Oncea dateandsource
had been established for the various fabric types,
details for each sherd were entered onto a
spreadsheet in order to facilitate manipulation of
the data and its incorporationintoGIS.

Key to Fabric Codes

Each fabric type is given a descriptive code
beginning with the letter M; this is to distinguish
medieval and modern fabrics from Roman or
prehistoric ones. The second letter in the code
signifies broad groups of fabrics displaying a
numberofsimilarities. Essentially groupsMA, MB
& MC are post-medieval; MD, ME & MF are
medieval;MG is pre-conquest.

MA encompasses a broad range andvariety
of modem, tin glazed, white or cream wares.

South cadbmy Environs Project

This group is subdivided into:
MAI: Porcelain wares, typified by a glassy

fabric, whiteglazeand almost translucentqual
ity. Date range 1750-1950

MA2: Industrialwhiteearthenwareandcream
ware, factory produced, often with transfer
printed decoration. Equivalent to; Shapwick:
fabricA; Somerset pottery type series:type 142.
Date range 1750-1950.

MA3: Tin glazed earthenware, often similar
to MA2 but with a more pearly lustre and hand
applied decoration (includingtrailed slipware)
and a variety of coloured glazes. This group
includes Bristol fine yellow slipware (Somer
set type 74), and the brown iron and manga
neseglazed 'mottledware' (Somerset type 214).
Date range 1600-1800.

MA4: Miscellaneous modern brick, tile and
pipe. Including tin glazed earthenware pipe,
reddish brown fabric and glaze. Date range
1750-1950

MB signifies domestic and importedstone-
ware. This group is subdivided into 3 basic
types.

MBI: Domestic alkaline glazed stoneware.
This group includesBristol stoneware(Somer
set type 72), distinctive because of its light
brown and light grey alkaline glaze. Common
forms includea variety ofbottlesand jars. Also
includedare; Staffordshire yellowglaze stone
ware with a buff fabric (Somerset type 159);
and Nottingham stoneware with a grey fabric
and brown externaIglaze (Somersettype 150).
Date range 1750-1900.

MB2: Salt glazed stoneware, distinctive be-
cause of the pitted appearance of the salt glaze.
Includesimportedand domesticfabrics suchas
Staffordshiretype brownsalt glazedstoneware
(Shapwick fabric B1). Date range 1600-1800.

MB3: WesterwaId stoneware,a particular va-
riety of importedsalt glaze stonewarewith dis
tinctive cobalt blue decoration (Shapwick fab
ric B5). Date range 1650-1700

MC includes a wide variety of post-medi-
eval red earthenware, which became predomi
nant from the 16" century, including:

MCI : South Somerset family of red earthen-
ware, very fine fabric, occasional very fine
rounded quartz, isolated iron oxide, slightly
micaceous. Often has a well-formed amberglaze
over white slip or green glaze over dark slip.
Some sherds are decorated with trailed slip.
There is variation within this group. Some
sberds with a more orange fabric are similar to
18" century kiln wasters recovered from
Wanstrow. Other sherds are slightly less iron

3



rich, being a lighter pink colour, and resembling
Donyatt fabrics DPT7 and DPT8. Forms in
clude dishes and bowls. Date range 1600-I750.

MC2: South Somerset/North Dorset family,
more buff in colour than Somerset wares due to
use of Oxford clays rather than Mercia
mudstones which are more iron rich. Abundant
very fine rounded quartz with rare shell/flint!
iron ore. It is possible that some examples with
a finer fabric and more frequent iron oxide may
derive fromDonyatt. Generally internal surfaces
are glazed and external surfaces have been
wiped prior to firing leaving them buffcoloured.
Sherds frequently have speckled amber or lime
green glaze. Forms include chamber pots. Date
range 1500-1700.

MC3: This fabric has been withdrawn. Finer
examples were found to be equivalent to MC4
and coarser ones to MD 1.

MC4: East Somerset family of green glazed
earthenware. The fabric has oxidised orange and
reduced grey patches. The latter are frequently
on the internal surface resulting in the glaze
appearing green. Amber glaze, sgraffito and
trailed slip decoration is also common. Inclu
sions consist of abundant very fme rounded
quartz and isolated iron ore. Many sherds of
this type were found among 18" century kiln
wasters from Wanstrow.Date range 1600-1750.

MC5: East Somerset! West WIltshire family
ofearthenware. Oxidised and reduced patches.
No visible inclusions although fabric is slightly
micaceous and laminar. Surface has a patchy
green/brown glaze and occasional white slip.
This fabric is similar to MC I but more iron
rich, Possibly from Wanstrow.Date range 1700
1800.

MC6: Withdrawn.

MC7: Possibly from the East Dorset family.
Pinklbuffcore and buffsurfaces with a brown!
green glaze. Relatively coarse fabric, with
poorly sorted sub rounded and sub angular
quartz up to O.5mm; infrequent iron oxide and
isolated angular flint!chert. Date range 1500
17oo?

MC8: Wrangwayrraunton. This fabric has a
purplish orange colour throughout, relatively
iron rich. Hard fine fabric with no visible in
clusions except occasional fineround iron ox
ide. Commonly the internal surface has a very
dark, well formed, green glaze over a dark pur
ple slip. Forms include plant pots, which are
unglazed. Similar to Somerset type 160. Date
range 1700-1900.

MD Late medieval sand tempered ware.

MD1: South Somerset family, probably from
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Donyatt. Colour orange throughout, although
sometimes with grey core. Abundant quartz
<O.Imm, occasional quartz <0.25mm, occa
sional iron oxide. Sherds commonly have green
glaze and sgraffito decoration but occasional
amber glaze. Forms include jugs, cups, dishes
and plates. Similar to Donyatt fabric DPT6,
Somerset type 6 and Taunton type 11. Date
range 1500-1600.

MD2: This fabric has been subdivided into
three based on iron content, as witnessed by the
colour ofthe clay. All of them have a hard fab
ric, sandy surface texture and smooth fracture.
Similarly the type ofinclusion is common to all
three consisting of super abundant rounded
quartz <0.25mm. Most sherds are badly de
nuded, however rare examples retain evidence
ofslip or patchy, poorly developed green glaze.
They are generally similar to MDI except
coarser and with less well developed decora
tion.

This particular subdivision, MD2, may be from
Wanstrow/East Somerset or DonyattlSouth
Somerset. It has a medium iron content (more
than MD2a and less than MD2b). Sherds tend
to have a light grey core and orange margins
and surfaces. Forms include cook pots, jugs and
face jugs. Similar to Donyatt fabrics DPT 4 &
5, Taunton types 5 & 131. Date range 1300
1500.

MD2a: Donyatt. All have a light grey core, fre
quently buff margins, pink exterior surface,
variable internal surface, and generally less iron
rich than MD2. Forms include baluster jugs.
Similar to Donyatt fabrics DPT 4 & 5. Date
range 1300-1500.

MD2b: Wrangway? Sherds are generally a pur
plish red colour throughout although some have
a dark grey core and generally more iron rich
than MD2. This fabric is similar to some post
medieval kiln wasters found at Wrangway dur
ing construction ofthe MS. Forms include cook
pots. Date range 1400-1600..

MD3: Possibly Donyatt or more local coarse
ware. Grey throughout with light brown exte
rior surface. Contains abundant rounded quartz
up to 0.25mm, occasionally up to 2mm; mod
erate sub-angular limestone <O.5mm and mod
erate crushedflint <2mm. Sherds are frequently
internally burnished and one example has a
poorly developed green glaze. Forms include
cook pots. Similar to Donyatt fabric DPT2. This
fabric is also similar to, and may have devel
oped from, fabric ME3, the main difference
being finer grains in MD3. Date range 1200
1500.

MD4: Possibly from Somerset! Dorset border.

South Cadbury Environs Project



Grey core, buff margins and orange! red sur
faces. Hard, smooth fabric containingfrequent
rounded quartz <0.25mm, rarely <2mm; infre
quent limestone <I mm; infrequent very fme
mica. Date range 1200-J500.

MD5: SE Wiltshire family. Light blue grey
throughout with thinly applied buff coloured
surfaces. Hard and very fine fabric containing
frequentvery fineroundedquartz <0.1mm; iso
lated iron oxide <Jmm; moderate mica. This
fabric may be a later and finer relativeof MD7.
Date range 1200-1300.

MD6: Withdrawn. Found to be identical to
MD3.

MD7: SE Wiltshire family. Buff! light pink
throughout,hard fabric with sandysurface tex
ture and smoothfracture. Inclusionsconsist of
abundantsub-roundedquartz grains<0.25mm,
occasional very fine mica and isolated iron ox
ide. Sherds generally have a lime green lead
glaze applieddirectly to the surface. Similar to
Shapwick fabric D, fromLaverstocknearSalis
bury. Date range 1230-1275.

MD8: This fabric has not been recognised
during SCEP fieldwork. Neither has it been
possibleto fmdparallels elsewhere so far. How
ever, it bears most resemblanceto the SE Wilt
shirefamily of Buffcolouredsandyfabrics. One
sherd of this fabric was found in context 1400
duringan archaeologicalevaluationcarriedout
by AC Archaeology in advance of the North
and South Cadbury First Time Sewerage
scheme(AC Archaeology, unpublishedreport).
It is a hard fabric with sandy surface texture
and slightlyblockyfracture. It hasan off-white!
cream core with buffmargins and surfaces. In
clusions consist of abundant rounded quartz
grains <0.1mm, abundant light grey and buff
grog pellets <Imm, and occasional iron oxide.
Date range 1200-1500.

ME 12"'and 13"' century medieval coarse
ware.

ME1: Local baluster and globularjugs. Dark
blue greyl black throughout with buff interior
and light brown exterior surfaces. Somevaria
tions in surfacecolourare dueto variablestack
ing and firing conditions. Hard sandy fabric
containing frequent rounded quartz < Imm;
moderatelimestone <2mm;isolatedironoreand
angular chert; slightlyniicaceous.Somesherds
are burnished. Similar to Ilchester fabric type
G1. Date range 1250-1300

ME2: Local cookingand storagejars. Colour
is dark grey/blackthroughout.Hard, sandyfab
ric containing moderate small rounded quartz
<0.5mm and moderate crushed flint <Jmm.
Similar to Ilchester fabric type B3/A5. Date

South Cadbury Environs Project

range 1200-1300.
ME3: This fabric covers a widevariety of lo-

cal coarse ware, generally cookingpots. It has
been subdivided into three groups based on dif
ferences in colouror ironcontent.Generallyall
three subdivisions have similar fabrics and in
clusions although variations in fabric may be
dueto"differences inthe sizeof vessels andthick
ness of vessel walls. Larger cook pots require
more temper to prevent shattering. Generally
hard, sandy fabric containingabundant poorly
sorted rounded quartz 0.1-2mm; moderate
rounded limestone or chert <2mm; isolatediron
ore. Frequently fire blackened.

Thisparticularsubdivision, ME3, has a dark grey
core and has pink/buff or blackened surfaces, ,
it isgenerally moreironrichcomparedto ME3a
andMe3b. Similar to Iichestertypes BIBB and
BB, or Taunton fabric type 227. Date range
1150-1300.

ME3a: Donyatt?Greylbluecore and pink/buff
surfaces. Somesherdshavea moreblockyfrac
ture andvoids.Generally low in iron compared
to ME3. Similar to Donyatt fabric type DPT1,
and Taunton types I, 222, 226, 234 and 235.
Date range 1150-1300.

ME3b: Donyatt? Greylbuff fabric and brown!
pink to buff surfaces, slightly soft. Similarly
low in iron to ME3a, the variation in colour
maybe kilnconditions. Similar to Tauntontype
60. Date range 1150-1300.

ME4: Withdrawn. Found to be identical with
ME3b

ME5: Non localBritishjugs and tripod pitch-
ers. Lightblue grey core with buffmargins and
orangeexternal surface. Hard, fme, sandy fab
ric containing abundant small rounded quartz
<Immandisolated ironore. Patchybrownglaze
onexternalsurface, somesherds internallybur
nished. Similar to Ilchester type G6a. Date
range 1200-1300.

ME6: Non localBritish jugs and tripod pitcb-
ers. Grey throughout with buff Igrey external
surface, internal and external brown slip and
externalgreen glaze. Hard, slightly soapy fab
rics containing frequent to moderate poorly
sorted roundedquartz 0.25-2mm and moderate
angular flint/chert up to 2mm. Similar to
llchester type G14. Date range 1150-1300.

ME7: Possibly local tripod pitchers and jugs.
Blue grey to dark grey core, light greylbuff
margins and buff to orange/brown surfaces.
Hard, fine fabric with a slightly soapy surface
texture and smooth fracture, thick walled. In
clusions consist of; moderate, poorly sorted,
rounded to sub-angularquartz grains 0.1-2mm,
morefrequentat surfaces; moderatemica, par-
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ticularly at the surfaces; rare iron ore and iso
lated grog. Similar to Ilchester type GI. Date
rangeII 50-1300.

ME8: Non local (possibly SE Wiltshire)jugs
and tripod pitchers. Light bluefgreythroughout
with buft7white surfaces. Hard, fine fabric with
a sandy surface texture, smooth and slightly
concoidal fracture, thin walled. Inclusionscon
sist of; frequent, poorlysorted, roundedto sub
angular quartz 0.1-2mm; moderate iron oxide
and crushed flint/chert; moderate mica, espe
cially at surfaces. The surfaces may have been
slipped or wiped Similarto I1chester type G15.
Date range 1200-1300.

MF Saxo-Norman coarse ware.
MF1: Local Saxo-Norman coarse ware with

blue grey core and buff/orange to buff/brown
surfaces. Hard slightly soapy texture, thick
walledwith blockyfracture. Contains abundant
poorlysorted roundedquartz 0.1-2mm; moder
ate to frequent angular chert and flint <5mrn;
isolated iron ore and isolated limestone. Hand
made. Forms include cook pots. Similar to
I1chester type B. Date range 1000-1200.

MF2: Mendip tradition of late Saxon coarse
ware with grey or grey/black core, sometimes
with buff/grey margins, and buff/orange or
brown surfaces. Slightly soft, soapy fabric,
laminar with blocky fracture. Contains abun
dant poorly sorted rounded quartz 0.1-2rnm;
infrequent angularchert<3mrn; infrequent lime
stone <4mrn; isolated iron ore. Hand made.
Forms include cook pots. Similar to Cheddar
CC. Date range 950-1050.

MG pre-conquestwares.
MGI: Local handmade ware, dark grey/black

throughoutwithoccasional oxidised bu1f, brown
or pink surface. Hard fabric with blocky frac
ture containing moderate large angular lime
stone <5rnm; moderate small rounded quartz
<1mrn; isolated iron ore. Occasionally find a
thin linear void in the surface, possibly a grass
mark. Similar to South Cadbury types LS2I3,
Cheddar C. Late Saxon activity on Cadbury
Castle was limitedto between 1010 and 1020,
however the similarityofthe fabric with Ched
dar C suggests a date range 950-1050.

Discussion

Because the broad groupings were established at
the earliest stages ofthe study, somediscrepancies
have later come to light. For example MDI might
more correctly be considered among the post
medievalred earthenware(MC), although it is also
closely associatedwithMD2. SimilarlyMF2 would
more correctly beconsideredamong the late Saxon
MG group. The development of this type series is
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an ongoingprocess and it may be possibleto refine
.dates further as the project progresses.

However, there have been difficulties in refining
the fabric series due to the predominance of
generally small, erodedsherds with littleor no form
or original surface decoration remaining. This
problem is compounded by the vagaries medieval
clay preparation. Clay wouldfrequently be leftopen
to the elements over the winter months in order to
increase its plasticity. However this also has the
effect ofleaching out certain minerals, such as iron
and mica, from the top of the clay and their
accumulation near the base. The result can be
apparently different fabrics from the same clay
source and kiln. Furthermore, different fabrics
might be deliberatelyused within the samevessels.
The addition of temper can serve to reduce the
drying time ofa vessel before it is fired. Thick jug
handles, for example, are frequently made from a
coarser fabric than the comparatively thinnervessel
walls (McCarthy & Brooks, 1988, 17). Similarly,
two sherds from the same kiln (or even the same
vessel) might exhibit considerable variation in
colour. This is due to the oxidation and reduction
conditions within the kiln itself as wellas the mode
ofstacking. A vessel may still attain a reducedgrey
fabric from an oxidising kiln if it has beenstacked
upside down within a larger vessel, for example.
These factors mean that fabric alone is not
necessarily the best way to study medievalpottery.
For these reasons the fabric groups allow for a
certain amount of variation within them.

It is notable that the methods ofshovel pitting and
test pitting have recovered very few pre-twelfth
century sherds in comparison to the large
excavationson the hillfortdirectedby LeslieAlcock.
This discrepancy may not be simply due to
taphonomyand processes ofrecovery. Eventhough
Cadbury Castle was only occupied for a few sbort
years in the early II'" century, it was clearly an
important, temporary royal burh and mint. Alcock's
excavations recovereda widevariety oflate Saxon
fabrics and vessel types includingcoarseandglazed
ware (Stevenson and Alcock, 1995). The paucity
of late Saxon vessel types from the surrounding
agricultural settlements may serve to highlightthe
difference in status and activity betweenthe central
burh and the rural manors.

The nearest suggestedkiln to the Cadbury area is 6
miles away, at Ilchester. There is no direct material
evidence for theexistence of this kiln. However, a
strong case has been made through the study of
documentary records (Le Patourel, 1968, 125). A
body of pottery from the Cadbury assemblage is
similar to publishedpotteryfromI1chester (pearson,
1982). It is notable that these fabrics all date to
earlier than the 14'"century. It seems that if a kiln
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existed in I1chester after this date the distribution
of its wareswasverylimited. Fromthe 14

th
century

the Cadbury fabrics seem to have been
predominantly imported from as far away as
Donyatt(21 miles). It is possiblethat I1chester, only
15 miles east of Donyatt, along the Fosse Way,
becamea distribution centre for Donyatt wares.

LePatourelhas identified furtherpotteries 10miles
NE of SouthCadbury, at BatcombeandEvercreech
(Le Patourel, ibid.). Batcombe neighbours
Wanstrow where is" century kiln wasters were
recovered by Brian Gittos in 1991. This east
Somerset family ofpottell is presentinthe Cadbury
assemblage from the 14 century.

Prehistoric pottery update

Richard Tabor

Due to an unfortunate editorial error on my part
(R. Tabor) the general descriptionof fabric types
intended to be included with the illustrations and
individual sherddescriptions was omittedlast year
(Tabor2002, chapter 4). This series has formed a
provisional basis for the analysis and subsequent
distribution plots of prehistoric pottery in chapter
4. It is fully expected that further evidence from
fieldwork will lead to a revision of some of the
classifications and,it is hoped, somesimplification.
This first phase degree of detail is intended to
maximise thepotential forchronological resolution.

The following classifications are based on a "first
instance"byperiodassessment of eachfabric, with
fabrics which appear to persist into succeeding
phases listed as "recurrent". In some instances,
particularly wheresimilarfabrics are separated by
longperiods, a number has beenaddedto the letter.
Table2.I showsthe relationship of form to fabric,
linked to the SCEP and Cadbury Castle ceramic
phases. Formsaregivenbyphase for Cadbury.The
Milsoms Comer data is entirely derived from
ColetteMaxfield andAmandaTabor's illustrations
appearingin last years interimreport (Tabor 2002,
figs. 4.6-4.I7), representing the span of the 1st
millennium BC and the 1st century AD. At the
moment the Later MiddleIron Age through to the
1st century AD are badly under-represented as
there was only a small amount of this material
recovered from MilsomsComer.However, pottery
from Homeground (2001), East Field (2002) and
particularlySigwells (2003) has given us a larger
assemblage for that period than all the prehistoric
pottery from Milsoms Cornerput together. As much
of it isPooleHarbourwarea lotof work is required
to sort the Iron Age from the Romano-British
material.

South Cadbury Environs Project

th
As early as the 13 century, a small amount of
pottery seems to coming from as far afield as SE
Wiltshire and NE Dorset. The Oxford clays that
occur in these areas are less iron rich than the
Mercia mudstones and lower lias clays of South
Somerset, resulting in a buff oxidised fabric
compared to the oranges and pinks from Donyatt
and Wanstrow. Oneparticular13'" centurykilnwas
excavated at Hermitage in Dorset, only 12 miles
south of Cadbury (Field, 1967).

By the late 17'" century Bristol was establishing
itself as a centrefor the production of high quality
tinglazed earthenware (pountney, 1920,4) marking
the decline of the Somerset potteries.

Thereareexamples amongst the illustrations which
haveyet tobe analysed, andhavenofabriccategory
or, in a few cases, have been assign the temporary
category of BBI (SED).

Early Neolithic (SeEP 3)

A - Poorly fired, usually dark brown, soft,
corky fabric, including dark brownto black grog.

B - Poorly fired, usually dark brown soft,
corky fabric including sparse moderate to coarse
rounded quartz, often milky, and dark brown to
black grog.

S - Poorlyfired, greyto blacksoft to slightly
biscuity fabric with moderate rounded and some
subangularvoids,micaandsparsedarkbrowniron
oxides. Often thinwalledwith burnishedexterior.

V - Similar to A but with more frequent
roundedand some subangularvoids.

X - Poorly fired, moderately soft, usually
slightly yellowish brown, with rounded and
subangularvoidand including mica, sparse fine to
moderateroundedquartzandpossibly sparse grog.

Z - Poorly fired, corky fabric with only
subanguIarand/or rounded voidsdetected.

The Early Neolithic material from the plateau
(Alcock's site G) and ramparts (site's A and D) is
notably different to that recovered from Milsom's
Comer.Materialfromthelatterhasa closeraffinity
to the Hembury/Cam Brea style, the former to
Wmdmill Hill. TheCadbury Castlefabrics havebeen
classifiedas:

EI - Moderately well-fired, including calcite
and plate shell.In Tabor2002 (36 and 40, fig. 4.2,
nos. 2-5) the illustratedsampleswereaccidentally
described as WI.

Rl - Moderately well-fired, including plateand

7



D E G I F Q w R T Y U2 X rmse ce
Late BromeAlII' 181 lAI lAI CM BCI.

181.1 lAJ BC2,
182 PAl PAl,
JFLI PAl.! lA,
PAl PBI PAJ,
PAl BS5.5
PAJ.l
PBI
BAI
BAI.!
BA1.2
DAI
BSS.3
BSS.S

Late BromeAlII' I BAl. I 181.3 PAl CAS BA,
EarlyIron AlII' 18LS PAJ.l 181,

PAJ.I BA1.2 JB2,
BC3.4 BAl. I JB3,
BSS.5 PAl.

PAl,
PAJ,
BS5.5

EarlyIII MiddJe Iron BA JBI JB1.3 JBI CA6 BA,
AlII' BA2.2 JBI.I 182 JBI.I BB,

PA2 PAl JB4.1 JBI.3 JBI.
PA2 lCI JDI JB2,
PAJ PAl BA JB3.

PBI BAl.I lCI.
BA1.1 101.
BAl.2 PAl.
BEL2 PAl
BSS.I
BSS.5

Mild1e Iron AlII' JBI.O JBLO CA7 181.
JBL4 182 JB2,
JB1.5 JB3.
182 184.1,
184.2 184.2,
PAl lCI,
BA1.1 10,
BSS.5 PAl.

PAl

MiddJe III LateIron JO JE PAl CAS BC3.3.
~ JO BO.3 BD6 BI16,

JD4 BD6 BSS.4 10,
PAl BDa lC3,
PA2 BSM PAl.
PAl PA2.
80 PB
BO.3
BD6
BS5.I
BS5.3

LateIron AlII' III 1st JD4 JO JC3 JO BC3.2 CA9 BC3.3,
eem.yAD JD4 JD4 JC3 lC3.

PAl JFA JO.3 lC4.
BDZ BC3J JC4 JD4.

BD2 80.2 JE,
BD6 BS5.4 BSI-3
BD?
BS5.4

NolIlll1 text SeEP. Bold text Cadbmy Castle. Bold/l/tllic text SCEP .... Cadbmy Casde

Table2.1:Association offubricandform types through the 1stmillenniwn BCto lstcentwyAD
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crushed shell. Very similar in appearance to
Alcock's Cadbury 7 and Tabor's Middle Iron Age
fabricR

Forms from Milsoms Corner include slack S
profiled and open hemispherical bowls, with an
extensive range of rim types including slightly
hooked, rounded, outwardly rolled, flattened
outwardlyand inwardly rolled and simplerounded
(Tabor2002, fig.4.1). Lugsarecommon, including
appliedand moulded, perforated and unperforated.
Decorationis rare, but includes a shouldercordon,
incised horizontal linear and expanding diagonal
cross-hatching.

Middle to Late Neolithic (SCEP 4 - 5)

. Recurrent fabric: EI.

Forms includeopen, slightly everted roundedrim,
straight-sided bowls. Decorative motifs include
chevron, borizontal anddiagonal linear incision, and
stabbing.

Early Bronze Age (SCEP 6)

Recurrent fabric: A

C - Fairly soft fabric, often with buff pink
exteriorandgreyish brownto blackinterior. A grog
tempered ware distinct from others by the
appearance of sparse to moderate mica. Rarely
includeseitherflint or ironoxides.

J - Fairlysoftgrogtempered fabric, including
sparse limestone.

The examples used are all from MilsomsComer,
mainly material from in and around a Middle
Bronze Age ditch whichhad cut through an Early
Bronze Age burial. Several sherds had zoned
decoration, comprising linear comb impressions
bounded by incised triangles, typical of Wessex!
Mid Rhine Beaker types. Variations included
unfilled small incised rectangles with double
horizontal linear comb impressions, simple
horizontal linear comb impressions (on a neck
sherd) and fingerpinching. Bodysherdstend to be
slightlythinnerthanthosefromMiddleBronzeAge
vessels.

Middle Bronze Age (SCEP 7)

Recurrent fabrics: A, EI (includes sparse calcite
and mica and, rarely, fossil shell. Less well fired,
and with fewer inclusions thantheLateBronzeAge
fabric E), S, V, X, Z.

Forms include slack,possibly globularandstraight
profiled vessels. Rims range from flat, outwardly
extruded, throughhooked to internally bevelled. The
latter has twisted cord decoration just below the
rim. Other decoration includes horizontal linear

South Cadbury Environs Project

incision andappliedcordon. Whilstthetwisted cord
and cordoned vessels are likely to be from the
earlier part of the period other forms show some
affinity withTrevisker forms andare probably later.

Figure2.1

I A: Wall sherdwiththumbimpressed cordon.
Trevisker-related globular vessel.

2 A:Broadflat rimwiththumbnail impressions
below it from a Trevisker-related tripartite jar.

Late Bronze Age (SCEP 8)

E - Includes medium to coarse calcite in
moderate to frequent density, with sparse to
moderateplate shell and, rarely, sand.Harderthan
EI, with much moreprolific inclusions.

G - As E, characteristically dominated by
calcite, and includes shell, with the addition of
sparse, poorly sorted, usually rounded pieces of
limestoneof variable size.

I - As E, characteristically dominated by
calcite, and includes shell, with the addition of
sparse, medium, subangularquartz and occasionally
mica.

N - A rare but very distinctive light buff,
crumbly fabric including sparse to moderatechalk
and sometimes rare to sparse calcite.

D3 - Fine sandy fabric, often micaceous,
generally associated with refractory material, but
sometimes mistaken for pottery.

The fabrics above are taken from the Milsoms
Comerassemblage, informed byAlcock (1980)and
Woodward's (2000) analysis of the material from
Cadbury Castle.

Late Bronze to Early Iron Age (SCEP 9)

Recurrent fabrics: E, G.

AB - Includesmixtures of shellor calcitewith
a significantamount of flint

F - This moderately well-fired fabric of
limestone and plate shell is a forerunner of the
dominantMiddleIronAgecrushedshellfabric,W.

D - Moderatelyfine, quite hardsandy fabric
whichmay have originated in theLate BronzeAge.

H - A rare fabric, moderately well-fired,
includingboth calcite and quartz.

K - Infrequently occurring fabric including
crushed, and sometimes plate shell, with sparse
grog.

L - Infrequently occurring fabric including
sand and sparse grog

Q - Moderatelyfired fabric including coarse

9
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to medium rhombs ofcalcite and no other visible
inclusions. Evidence from Cadbury Castlesuggests
that this tempering may originate in the previous
phase.

RA - A moderately fired fabric including a
promiscuous range ofplate shell and two or more
ofquartz, sand, mica and limestone.

Figure2.2

I Q: Flattened, outwardly expanded rim, with long
neckand shoulder from a cordoned jar. The neckis
decorated with triangularlyzoned finger drag ID.BIks. The
cordon is set just above the shoulder and has regularly
spaced thumbnail impressions immediately above and
below it Other large sherds, apparently from the same
vessel, suggest that there was a second, similarlydec0
rated, cordon. JAl.

4 E: Long, upright-neekedfurrowed bowl with
outwardly roDed, slightly internaDy beveDed flattened rim.
BEl.
S B: Rim and wall from very erudely fashinued,
roughly hemispheriealbowl. BAl.2.

Early to Middle Iron Age (SCEP 10-ll)

M - Moderatelyfired fabric includingmainly
mediumcalcite and sparse limestone.

P - Moderatelyfired fabric includingmainly
mediumcalcite and sparse grog.

NA - Rarely occurring moderatelyfired fabric
including chalk and possibly shell. Similar finish
to N, but lacking calcite.

W - Moderately well-fired fabric including
crushed and sometimes plate shell with sparse
limestone grits.

R - Moderately well-fired fabric including
crushed, and sometimes plate, shell. At Milsoms
Comer it appears to be sligbtly later in originthan
W.

Figure 3.41 (See followingchapter)

I K: Flattened rim with slight outward expansion
from straight-sidedbowl. DA.

2 A: Wall sherd with deep thumb and finger-pinehed
decom1ion. Rough finger-pinching like thiscan also be
found on Beakers in a similar fabric. Probably a JBI.

3 K: Wallshen! with a horizontal row of thumb and
finger pinching. JBU.

4 R: Simple rounded rim of slightly curved vessel.
PAl.

Middle to Late Iron Age (SCEP 11-12)

Recurrent fabrics: G (rare), R, W

AA - Moderately well-fired fabric including
smaIlto mediumlimestonegrits.

SA - Sherds of this fabric havea strong but
superficialresemblance to Neolithicmaterialfound
at Milsoms Comer, and some of the Bronze Age

Soutb Cadbmy Environs Project

material from a TP in the west of Homeground.
Thereare fewvisibleinclusions(usuallysmaIl iroo
oxides)but frequent subangu1ar and some rounded
voids. The fabric was first encounteredin a TP in
theeastofHomeground, strooglyassociated a South
West Decorated style sherd of fabric . Very
recently(May and June 2003) it appears to have
occurredprolificallyduring theexcavatioo ofTrench
12 on the northwest of the SigweIls plateau (the
pottery has yet to be analysed. This assertion is
based on the material's first appearance after
washing). Closer inspectionhas demonstratedthat
some sherds of this type have traces of partially
dissolved shell,whilst in a few instances there are
clear shellimpressioos in voids. In general there is
a higher frequency of subangular rather than .
rounded voids in sherds ofthis fabric.

T - A moderately well fired fabric including
mixtures of crushed (and rarely plate) shell, fine
quartz, limestone and other unidentified grits.

TA - A fairly well fired fabric in varying
combinatioos of quartz, sand, limestonegrits and
ironoxide.

Figure2.3

I R Slightly rounded, our-curved rim from tripartite
jar.JB4.2.

2 R Flattened rim from open, s1Illight-sided dish.
DAI.

3 R Flattened, intemaDy expanded rim. ?PA2.

4 R Proto-beaded rim from rounded pot PAl.

S R Slightlybeaded, rounded rim. PA2.

6 W. Slightly flared, flattened, rim with internal
bevel.PAl.

7 R Upright, I1at rim. JDl.

8 R Slightlybeaded rim from gently curving,
bipartite vessel. PBI.

9 R Simple, sharp-ang1ed base. BSS.l.

Figure 2.4

I R Incurved, flattened rim. ?JC4.

Figure2.5

I R Upright, rounded rim from globolar vessel
alternaling groups of vertical and horizonta1 incisions with
rounded profiles. JDl.

Late Iron Age to ? Later 1st Century AD (SCEP
12-13)

Recurrent fabrics: R, W

D2 - At 6 x magnificatiooa fine sandy fabric,
withno other visibleinclusions.

U2 - A matrix comprising frequeot, usually
well-sorted fine quartz.

Y - A sandy fabric including moderate to
frequent fairly well sorted fine quartz.

13
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Figure2.9. Sigwells2003, Tr 12.Rims from enclosure ditch F003.
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Figure2.6

I R Bead rim bowlpaired down.<Jragged finger
impressions around a slightly raised surface, with a
roughly.circular impn:ssion beiow thai. Long, curving,
shazplyincised lines emanate from either sidc of the finger
impressions. Interpreted as zoomorphic decoration
showingeyes, nose, mouth and hair. BeJ.3.

Figure2.7

I BBt (SED). Out-turned rim with short, upright
neck fromjar with countersunk lug beiowthe shoulder.
JC3.

2 BBt (SED). Full profileof plain bead rim bowl
BeJ.3.

Figure2.8

I R Beaded rim jar. JC4.

2 BBI (SED). Out-turned rim with short, upright
neck from jar with eyebrow motifs formed from dragged

impn:ssions just above shoulder. JC3.

Figure2.9

I BBt (SED). Broad, flat beadrim jar with dragged
finger impn:ssions forming fioret motif with raised middle.
JC4.2.

Figure2.10

I Y.Finebowl with bead rim and thinned neck. BDS.

Figure 2.1 I

1 U2. Out turned rim from short, upright-necked jar
with trace of lightly incised curvilineardecoration on the
shoulder. JE4.2.

2 Thin-walled, straight-sided bead rim bowl in quartz
sand fabric. BeJ.2.

3 High-shouldered bead rim bowl BC3.3.

4 U2. Broad, flat bead rim jar with dragged finger

Year Trench Colllext SF Feature Descriptim Stone

MC97 rs u 1830 - F 619 FragJIJ:It, sligltly bum!, COrM:X griJdiq; SIrilce whi:h Mend., oa Red
Ins been pn:pared by peckilg and1hen worn, probable Sandstone
robber lOr saddle quem; 91 x 105 x 60 nm, 725 g

2284 138 F726 Saddle quem, akrostcorq>lete, sIigItIy bmnt. It is Mendipoa Red
made liom a boulder (seenon undersiIe), \\ilich Sandstone
appears to havebad chips kmcked olfto trmIeto
shape round 1he edge. Th: griJdiq;surtilce is concave,
andIns beenpreparedby peckilg and 1hen worn
SIlIlOIb, parti:uIarly round 1he edll'; 430 x 265 x 101
nm, 15.750kg

MC99 TRIJ 2362 - F 737 Unworked Jiagtmtt, bit a quero tmleriaJ, and so Mend1> oa Red
probably froma saddlequemor rubber; 190 g Sandstone banded

MC99 TRIJ 2362 - F737 5 fi'agmenIs, 3 ofthem bum!, and 3 withwoJked Mendipoa Red
surfuces \\ilich havebeen pecked and1hen worn Sandstone
smooth, likely to be fiom saddle quero and/or robber;
400g

MC99 TRIJ 2365 - F 737 2 fi'agmenIs, unworked but a quero tmleriaJ, similar to Mend" oa Red
unworked ii'agtrent liom colllext 2362 above; 290 g Sandstone banded

MC 98 TRIJ 1872 - - Rounded objectwitha holbwed SIrilce, coukI be a Yeovil Sands, bcal
small mortar; 109 x 90 x 76 nm, 925 g lurassi: sandstone

MC 2000 GRAD - - - Blade fiagnJ:It from aIC with part ofpolisbedSIrilce; Looks Ji<e a Cornish
77x52x25nm, 120g greenstone, \\ilich

couklbe Group xvn

Table2.2: Provisional cala1ogueofwmcedslone, MilsansCaner, Early Neolithic

impression, possibly part of floret motif. JC4.

Noteson workedstonefounduptoJune ]00]

Fiona Roe

Worked pieces of stone have been found to date in
13 contexts, ranging from Neolithicto Iron Age in
date. The Neolithic finds are noteworthy for the
discovery of a complete saddle quem (Table 2.2),
but there are also another 4 quem fragments, and
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5 unworked fragments of quem material. An axe
fragment and a possible small mortar were
unstratified, but seem likely also to be Neolithic.
The Bronze Age assemblage is again noteworthy,
with the discovery of two complete saddle querns,
while there is one further quem fragment and a
possible weight. The two fragments of burnt
limestone also came from late BronzeAge contexts.
The Iron Age finds consists of two further saddle
quem fragments and another possible weight (Table

South CadburyEnvirons Project



2.3).

Most of the querns, and indeed all of those found
up to the year 2000, were made from Mendip Old
Red Sandstone,demonstrating the use of this stone
for saddlequernsfromtheNeolithic to the IronAge.
The 2002 excavations provided a new insight into
quernstone use in Somerset, with the discovery of
two complete late Bronze Age querns (Table 2.4),
one red, made fromHestercombe lamprophyre, and
one green, made from greensand, probably from
the Pen Pits. These were foundtogether, lyingwith
the grinding surfaces downwards, in an enclosure
ditch.

All three quem materials were imported from
outsidetheimmediatearea. Old Red Sandstone was

brought from the Mendipswherethereare outcrops
some 22.5 - 37km (14 - 23 miles) distant. This
variety ofOld Red Sandstone is not the stone from
Beacon Hill, which appears to have been used
predominantly for rotary querns, but a feldspathic
and micaceous sandstone with a tendency to break
naturally into flat slabs. A similar variety of Old
Red Sandstone was used for Neolithic querns at
Hambledon Hill, but these were all fragmentary
(Roe, in prep). The complete saddle quem from
context 2284 provides the missing details of the
size and weight of such early querns. The same
variety of stone was used for a number of saddle
querns from earlier Iron Age contexts at Cadbury
Castle (Roe 2000, 263). The finds of Old Red
Sandstone from the South Cadbury Environs.

Year Tren:h CoJ1eXl SF Feature Descripti:>n Stolle

MC97 lR1B 1004 - - Part ofsplErical object wilhtlaltop am bouom, Men:Iip Okl Red
pecked noshape, likely to bepart oh"igbl; 85 x 47 SmIsln""
x46 DIn, 210 g

MC97 lR 1B 1004 - - FJ'llglIJ:tt rom sab wilh 2 concaveworked suriIces, Men:Iip oa Red
wbich havebeen pecked and t1J:n ground, coud be SmIsln""
rom saddle quem; 135 x 88.5 x 30.5 mm,310 g

MC95 lRlI 1077 - F45 2 fttilg fiagmenIs, sJPIy buml, saddle quem wilh Men:Iip oa Red
part ofedge and worked, coreave upperand ewer SmIsln""
~ Slrilces. Upperstrice is wornvery snnolh
wilh only sliglt,resiIual traces of~ ewer
sudilce retains eore eviIeD:eofp<daJg 171 x 176 x
70 mm, 2.400 kg

Table2.3: Provisionalcatalogueofworked stone, Milsoms Comer, IronAge

Year 'Ireech COllen SF Feature Descq,ti>n Store

S102OO0 lR8 8019 004 FOO9 Fragm:U,buml, tlal gID:Iing strilce, cookI bepart of Mendip Okl Red
saddle quem or robber, 81 x 55 x 55.5 DIn, 280 g Sandsto""

S102OO0 lR8 8020 006 F 003 Small spherical object wilhtlaltop am bottom QuartzO:sandstone,
OOJqlIete, maybea ....igbI; 51 x 51 x 45 DIn, 170g light coelRd

SI02oo2 lR10 10,048 FOO2 Small saddle quem wilh con;:ave griJDlg strilce, HesIen:onile
weal1lered, but otherwise noarly corq>1ete, mIDI wilh Iltq>roph)re, a
greemand quem; 292 x lSI x 69 DIn, 4.000 kg coarse-graeed,

reddishpm mck
rom noarTammn

SIG2oo2 lRIO 10,048 FOO2 SadtBe quem; OODCave grDmg son.ce wilh some Upper Greensand:
survMlg areas ofsnnolh wear, weathered wilhsome abUI>lanl fUIy Jarge
ron staiq, partlylunt, mdersiIe in p811DIIar gram ofglaucome
damagrrl, but otherwise reasonably cotq>lete, wilh a wilh weD sortedqwrtz,
paIch of?copper s1ainilg on IIldelSile. fum! wih scattered fussiI shell
quemofpus roes;425 x 282 x 83 DIn, 13.500kg and a i:w iron

concretims, probably
rom lbePenpo, on
WiIIsISomerset/Dorset
border

Table 2.4: Provisional catalogueofworked stone, Sigwells,Late Bronze Age
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Figure2.12: Saddle quemofUpperGreensand(SigweIls2002)

"

Figure2.13: SaddlequemofHesterambelamprophyre(Sigwells2002)
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excavations, which occurred in Neolithic, Bronze
Age and Iron Age contexts, clearly demonstrate
the long use of this micaceous sandstone in the
area.

There are four main areas of Old Red Sandstone
in theMendips,and furtherfieldwork mightprovide
pointers to suggest where the stone utilised at
Milsoms Corner and Sigwells may have been
collected. The complete Neolithic saddle quem is
of particular interest, since it weights 15.750 kg,
and the questionarises as to how this bulky object
may have been transported to the site.

The Hestercombelamprophyre is to be found in a
small igneous intrusionnear Taunton(Edmonds &
Williams 1985,47), some39 km (24.5 miles)west
ofSigwells. The BronzeAge utilisationofthis rock
was not previouslyknown. Theonlyrecordedfinds
had consisted oftwo workedpiecesfromShapwick,
Somerset, and these are undated (Roe 1997, 85).
However, a further 19 unworked fragments were
foundduringfieldwalkingat Shapwick,suggesting
that there had been systematic use of the stone
here at some date [There could be more pieces in
the next batch of Shapwick finds, shortly to be
assessed and catalogued].

The Pen Pits are relativelywellknownas a source
ofquemstone, but details as to periods of use here
have always beensomewhatobscure.The quarries
are in the Upper Greensand between Penselwood
and Zeals, on the borders of Dorset, Somersetand
Wiltshire, some 15 km (9.6 miles) ENE from
Sigwells. The workings wereestimatedto haveonce
covered over 700 acres, although much has now
been ploughedover (Bates 1904, 51). Excavation
did produce a few quem fragments, but no datable
evidence{pitt Rivers1884,10),and otherlocal finds
were inevitably unstratified (op cit., 13). A few
finds from South Cadbury all appear to have been
rotary quems, mainlyfrom Iron Agecontexts(Roe
2000,265). Roman useofthis greensand is a little
better documented with, for instance, the find of a
rotary quem at Fosse Lane, Shepton Mallet (Roe
200I, 235). A late Bronze Agequem fromthe Pen
Pits was something of a surprise, but fits in well
with what is already knownof the longuseofother
quem materials, including the Mendip Old Red
Sandstone.

The hollowed object of sandstone (context 1872)
can be comparedwitha similarNeolithic findfrom
Hambledon Hill (HH76, 2992; Roe in prep), made
of sarsenand interpretedas a possiblesmallmortar.
The example from Milsoms Comer comes from
Trench IJ, a source of earlyNeolithic finds,so that
a Neolithicdate for this too seemsquite likely. The
axe fragment would need to be thin sectioned to
confirm the suggestion that it is Group XVII

Soutb Cadbury Environs Project

greenstone from Cornwall. This axe material is
known from otherearlyNeolithic sites, such as for
example Maiden Castle (Roe & Edmonds 1991,
231). There are no previous finds from South
Cadbury, but there are two axes made from the
Group IVa sheared greenstone, another early
Neolithic axe material, and a third axe of tuff.

Thetwofinds that are suggestedweights(contexts
1004, 8020) have parallels at Cadbury Castle
(Bellamy, Poole& Foster 1991, 247).

All inallthis isaveryinterestingandusefu1 collection
of worked stone, and it does not require a great
deal of furtherwork.The late BronzeAgefindsfill
a complete gap in the previous record, while the
Neolithic and Iron Age finds help to substantiate
the limited existing knowledge of stone use in
Somerset during prehistoric times.

Selected metalfinds, Sigwells 2003

Jennifer Jackson

Iron objects

Figure 2.12

Nails. Sigwells 2003 Tr12

1 12009. 8mm in length, and 7mm in length,
globular head withstem whichprotrudes4mmfrom
the centre.

2 12005. 18mm in length, pyramidalheadwith
stemof 11mm. Largeamountofcorrosionpresent,
shape of head clear on x-ray.

3 12009. 13mmin length, globular head with
stemprotrudingby 7mm.

Thesenailsare similarto thosedefined by Manning
(1985) as type 10, hobnails. They tend to be from
sandalsand boots withshortstemsand small domed
or pyramidal heads(Manning 1985, 135).

4 12009. 26mm in length, no signofhead, blunt
at either end.

5 12078. 22mm in length, heavily corroded.
Both ends are pointed, could be a fragment of
something else.

These pieces of iron have no really identifiable
shape, evenafter x-ray,theycould beparts ofnails
or othertools that havebrokenduring use or while
they were in the ground.

6 12126. 37mminlenglh, the shapeof thehead
isnotclear, possibly broken. The end isblunt, shown
up by the x-ray; this could be a sign of workingor
use.

7 12J26. 39mminlengthwith squareheadthe
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same width as stem. Head is bent, possibly sign of
use.

8 12061. 55mm in length, squarehead the same
width as the stem, bent at the bottom end; possible
sign ofuse.

9 1201 J. 58mm in length, rounded points at
either end, no sign ofhead.

Nails often have had the top oftheir head rounded
by hammering and this could explain the lack of
clearly shaped heads in this collection. For this
reason it is difficult to decide a type and therefore
date for these artefacts.

10 12006. 56mm in length, triangular shaped
head joining the stem; rounded end which is bent.

This nail is similar to those defined by Manning
(1985) as type 2 nails; these have a flat, rectangular
sectioned head, tapering stem and a triangular head
with shoulders which is the same thickness as the
stem, this is particularly evident on number 10
(Manning 1985, 135, fig. R93). 12 of these nails
were found at Fosse Lane (Leach et al. 2001, 233).
Probably Romano-British.

11 12008. 32mm in length with a flat head. Bent
stem with blunt end.

The flat head and size ofthis object suggests that it
is Manning's type 1b, a very common small nail
with endless uses (Manning 1985, 135, fig. R88).
The stem being bent is thought to be a result of
use. There was some suspicion that it was a swan
pin, but it is now thought that it is of the wrong
shape and style. There have been numerous of I b
nails found at sites such as Cadbury Castle (Barrett
et al. 2000) and FosseLane, Shepton Mallet (Leach
et al. 200I).

Ring

12 12067. 27mm in outer diameter, ring shape
with large amount of corrosion. The width of the

, ring varies from 5-8mm and this unevenness ofthe
iron is shown by the x-ray. A large amount of
corrosion on one side was not found to be part of
the ring.

Rings such as these are extremely common and
could have had manyfunctions. These could include
harnessing, trace fittings or rings from horse-bits.
They could also be used as fastening or tethering
rings or the ring used for a lynch pin; there are
many possibilities.A largecollectionono such rings
were found at Hod Hill with a large variation in
size but all found in securely Roman contexts
(Manning 1985, 140, fig. sI8). There are other
examples at the site ofIlchester (Leach 1982, 257,
fig. 125).
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Knife

J 3 12012, SF 19. 104mm in length the 24mm in
width at widest point. A knife with a tang level with
the back ofthe blade. Blade is broken but appears
to be convex, sloping towards the point

This is similar to a Manning's type 11a knife; it has
a characteristic straight back which continues the
line of the handle. It also has an edge which is
convex and rises to the tip. This type of knife is
dated to the mid first century AD (Manning 1985,
114, fig. Q34). There areexamples of this type of
knife from Hod Hill (Brailsford, 1962, 14) and at
Fosse lane Shepton Mallet (Leach et al. 200 I, 242,
fig. 69).

Brooches

14 12063. This fragment is 37mm in length and
made in iron. It has a very corroded globular head
and may have comprised more than one part. The
x-ray shows that the head is made up of a spiral
spring and there is evidence of an external cord.
The pin protrudes form one side of the head and is
relatively straight, extending by 26mm.

Probably a fragment from an iron La Tene II
brooch. The external spring indicates that it is ofa
type 2A as described by Hull (1987) though it is
not possible to say whether it is a type 2Aa or 2Ab
without the rest ofthe brooch. This is sufficient to
date it to the third or second century BC (Hawkes
et al., 135, plate 40).

15 12009. This fragment is 24mm inlength and
in made of iron. It has a globular head which is
much corroded. Through x-ray it can be seen that
the head is formed ofa spiral spring, though there
is no evidence ofa cord. The pin protrudes by 12mm
and appears to be bent on the x-ray.

Also probably a fragment of a La Tene II brooch
because ofthe shape ofthe spring and the material
from which it is made visible on x-ray. However
without any indication ofa cord or the shape ofthe
whole brooch it is not possible to assign a type, but
it is likely to date within the third to first centuries
BC.

Bronze Objects

Figure2.15

I 12056, SF 6. A copper alloy round object,
17mm in diameter. It is domed in profile with a rim
on the reverse. There are signs ofwelding on either
side of the rim.

The bronze is of very high quality. The object is
smooth and shiny, with a dark green colour. It is
thought to he a button or loop fastener, used to hold
two pieces ofcloth or leather together. Alternatively,

South Cadbury Environs Project
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Wild suggested that they could have been used on
horse's harnesses and other military equipment
(Wild1970,145).

Althoughthis artefact is not ofa conventional type
put forward by Wild(1970) there is an exampleat
Camerton (Jackson 1990, 39, plate 8, No 82).
Similar objects have been assigned a Romano
British date, possibly developing from earlier designs
(Wild1970,146).

Nails / tacks

2 12179, SF 31. Copper alloy nail or tack,
17mm in length. Rounded stem with evidence of
pointedend though now worn. Stem is positioned
off centreof thehead, beingalmostlevelwithouter

. edge.This could be a featureof its intended use or
a sign of imprecise manufacture.

These artefacts are clearly nails or tacks. Their
size, particularly 16, suggests that they were not
for structural use as they would not have been
strongenough. As theyaremadefrom copperalloy
is possible that they were decorative, as part of
furniture or upholstery.

Rings

3 12027,SF 17.Penannular ofsquare section,
madefrom copperalloy, 18mmindiameterand3mm
in width. Ends are square with tapered edges. No
decoration visible.

4 12057, SF 7. Penannularof square section,
made from copper alloy, 22mm in diameter, 2mm
inwidth. Theends are notjoined.Oneendis tapered
to a point while other end is flat. No decoration
visible.

5 12057, SF 8. Penannular of square section,
madefromcopperalloy, 22mmindiameter, 1.5mm
inwidth. Theends arenotjoined. One end is tapered
to a point whileotherend shows signs of damage.
No decoration visible.

Theseare Ear-ringType1,themostcommon found
in RomanBritain. It consists of a plain penannular
ring whichtapers at theterminals,sometimes more
markedly at on end than the other. This is often
seen as indication of the penannularring being an
ear-ring rather than a finger ring (Allason-Jones
1989,2).

Ear-rings of this type can be found throughout
RomanBritainat anydate,manycomingfromsites
with Iron Age context and so could be seen as
continuing earliertraditions. It is such a basic form
of ear-ring that it is difficult to be periodspecific,
having been found in Bronze Age through to
medieval Contexts. However they havebeenfound
in many Romano-British contextssuch as Maiden
Castle and Caerleon(Allason-Jones 1989, 2).
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SFs 7 and 8 wererecovered fromthe samecontext,
within 10cmofeach other, and are verysimilar in
size and shape. It seems highly probablethat they
were used as a pair of ear-rings.

Brooches

6 12071,SF 25. Bowbrooch, 60mminlength,
made from copper alloy. The pin is no longer
presentbut wasattachedby a spring;thisconsisted
offour turns but has nowbrokenoffhalfway along
the third turn. The springand the boware madeof
one piece of metal as is the catch plate, which is
intact. The bow is decorated with a longitudinal
groove with traces of a smaller horizontal groove
comingoff of it.

This brooch is a La Tene III- Nauheim derivative
type, by Hull and Hawkes (1987)as a La Tene3C,
in their catalogue of brooches through the first
Century BC into the post conquest period. 3C is
the latest and most common of the La Tene III
types in Britain, although it does not exclude the
earlier types, and probably dates to the middle of
the firstcenturyAD (Hulletal. 1987,179,fig.S2).

This is a one-piece brooch witha springthatconsists
of four turns, withthe cord tuckingunderthehead.
Although therearevariations, thebowalways tapers
toward the foot and the catch-plateis alwayssolid.
TheNauheimderivative broochwasstill ingeneral
use at the time of the invasion and were fairly
widespread across Britain, theylasteduntilaround
the late 70's AD (Hattatt 1982,57, fig. 17).On this
example the bow is prominent and is therefore
probably a later derivative made in Britain. There
are examples ofthistype broochat CadburyCastle
(Barrett et a1. 2000, 132, fig. 64), Skeleton Green
(Partridge 1981, 138, fig. 70) and Hod Hill
(Brailsford, 1962, 9, fig.C18).

7 12004, SF 1.Bow-shaped brooch, 49mmin
length, made from copper alloy. Its hinged pin is
missing. There are 'eyes' stamped on either side
of the head by way of decoration and the wings
are cylindrical. The catch plate is present but is
damaged; the foot is intact and is decorated with a
knob at the bottom. The bow is decorated by a
bandofsmall grooves running longitudinally down
the bow. There are some signs of bronze disease
on the catch plate and on the foot.

I! is a Camulodunum Type XVIII - 'Aucissa'
derivative, so named after a few examples with a
maker's name inscribed across the head.AVCISSA
is themost commonly recordedname. It is thought
that the Aucissa was present in Britain beforethe
Roman conquest and there are many derivatives.
Characteristically they have archedbows and it is
thoughtthat they werethe first brooches inBritain
to havehingedpins (HattattI982, 83).
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Examples include one from Maiden Castle
regarded as a British copy of a continental type
and probably dating to the period 25 BC to 50 AD
(Sharples 1991, 151). Other examplesoccurred at
HodHill(Brailsford, 1962,10,fig.C87),FosseLane,
Shepton Mallet (Leach et al, 2001, 197, fig. 82),
Skeleton Green (partridge 1981, 134, fig. 71, 50
and fig. 72, 53) and at Cadbury Castle (Barrett et
al. 2000, 135,fig. 66, 8).

8 12078,SF 9. (Originally assigned to context
12045)This brooch is 53mm in length, madefrom
copperalloy and is complete. It has a mockspring,
with coils around a solid cylinder; the cord is
internal. The catch plate is open, with perhaps a
disc on the foot whichhas been damagedand bent;
thefootappears to havebeenattachedwitha collar.
It isslightly involuted, thoughnot tightly coiled. The
pin reaches the catch plate and has a pointedend.
There is no sign of decoration. There is extensive
bronze disease.

This is a La TeneII brooch,datingfromthe around
150BC to the middle of the first century BC.
Defined as a type 2Ca Involuted Gently (Hull
(1987), it is exclusively British, beingabsent from
the Continent and Ireland. Other examples often
have a mock spring; this has a fixed ring in the
bowhead and a doublering formingthe pin's head,
fitted together on a very short solid rod or tube
shaped rivet, which allowed the pin to turn freely
(Hawkeset aI., 156, plate 44). Examplesin bronze
havebeenfoundat TrevoneinnorthCornwall, Hod
Hill inDorset and Frilfordin Oxfordshire(Hawkes
et aI., 156 plate 44), and in iron in Iron Age
cemeteries in East Yorkshire (Stead 1991, 85, fig.
61).

Selected test pit finds

TP 363400 124900I 006. 7mmin lengthofcopper
alloy comprising a single piece of wire coiled at
either end and bent to face each other. The ends

, of the coils show signs of damage. Bronzedisease
is present.

The shape at the top ofthe coils indicates that this
is probably froma La TeneIII type broochspring,
Damage to the ends of the coils suggesting that
they continued in a spiral shape is consistentwith
this interpretation. It is not possible to be more
specific about the type, the date range is from the
middleof the first century BC to around 70 AD.

Selected metal detecting finds

MD 6362. A copperalloy coin, 19mm indiameter.
Some detail visible on obverse side though not
identifiable. Face clear on x-ray.
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Thisfacevisible onthecointhroughx-ray isthought
to be that of the Gallic emperor Tetricus I (271 to
273 AD, Salway 1993, 191).

MD 6340 2490. Copperalloy tack, 7mm in length.
Flat round head with a blunt round stem which is
5mmin length.

MD 63797. This broochis 54mm in lengthand is
madein copperalloy. It is a bow shape with the pin
still attached and articulated, though broken half
~y down. It is a hingedpin witha triangular stop,
m order to prevent the pin moving to close to the
bow. Thewings are cylindrical andthehead is raised
anddecorated withlineargroves.There is a circular
section on the bow that has been inlaid with four
pieces of glass or enamelling, two pieces of blue
enamelling remain. The bow tapers outwards to
form the foot, which is decorated with a knob on
the end. The catch plate is missing.

It is thoughtthat this brooch is a one off, not being
made to a convention classified by either Hattatt
or Hull. Theraisedprominentheadand the tapering
ofthe foot withthe knob at the end are reminiscent
of the decorative Hod Hill type which are very
common in the south west Britain (Hattatt 1982,
89). It could be that this is a British copy, adapted
to the taste of the maker or wearer. Enamelling is
thought to be of Roman date, and this taken with
the similarities to the Hod Hill type suggests that
the brooch dates from the second half of the first
centuryAD, possibly70-90 AD.

The Human Bone

Clare Randall

A full reporton all the humanbonewillbe included
in the final report. Details of the methods used in
theosteological examination willbeprovidedat that
point along with further discussion of the two
burialsincomparisonwithother localcontemporary
examples.

CrisseUs Green 2002, Trt

The remains recovered from context 021 in the
base of the ditch consisted of part of a human
mandible, Only the central portion of the jaw was
present, and the bone was quite fragmentary and
eroded. Whilstlittlecanbeinferred giventhe nature
of thematerial, themandiblehas a broad 'U' shape,
a widemargin, androbustmorphology whichmight
be suggestive of male characteristics. A total of
seven teeth were present, with no evidence of i:he
missing ones having been lost ante-mortem. The
degree of wear (Brothwell 1981, 72) on the only
two molars present might indicate an age range of
17-25but this cannot be regardedas reliable from
such a small proportionofthe dentition.
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No pathology was noted. There was no evidence
ofperiodontal disease, cariesorabscesses, butsome
mildbuild up of calculusonthe lingualsurfaces of
the teeth. All of the teeth exhibited dental enamel
hypoplasias low on the crown. The interruption of
development of the canines has led to a slightly
waistedshape. This is indicative of an interruption
in development in childhood caused by inadequate
diet or illness (Hillson & Bond 1997, 89; Lewis
2000,46).

Eastcombe Farm TP

The couchedburial fromthe test pit in Eastcombe
Farm paddock was nearly complete, with ouly a
few smaller elements missing. However, the
conditionof the bone proved to be poor and often
fragmentary. The individual has been identified as
a male with a probable age range of 35-45 years
and livingstature, estimatedfrom the right femur,
was between 160.48cm- I67.02cm or 5'3"- 5'5
%H.

There was notabledegenerative change in the fifth
and sixth thoracic vertebrae and all the lumbar
vertebrae. This included Schmorl's nodes, pitting
of the articular surface ofthe vertebral bodies and
lipping formed by osteophytes. There was no
indication of eburnationor change to the articular
facets; the distribution of the lesions is consistent
with spondylosis (degenerative disc disease), a
common condition(Rogers2000, 169-170).

Thegeneral oral health represented inthisindividual
is poor. While theattrition pattern on the teeth is
particularly light, there is a considerable degree of
caries, abscesses, ante-mortem tooth loss and
periodontal disease, and a notable build up of
calculus. Calculus cover the interior and exterior
surfaces of the teeth and was present in small
quantities on the biting surfaces of two molars.
Carbohydrate rich diets encourage calculus
formation due to the promotion of plaque(Hillson
2001, 265). A lessroughdietwill notmechanical1y
remove plaquedeposits (Lieverse 1999, 224-5), and
in this case a soft high carbohydrate diet would
explain the pattern ofcalculus, caries and unworn
teeth. Archaeological examples of severecalculus
formation are rare in published sources and no
comparative British Iron Age example
demonstratingthe samecombination of factorshas
been located. This situation might arise in an
individual whowas incapacitated andunableto eat
a standarddiet (BrothwellI981, 160),andthatmay
be the case here.

Dental enamel hypoplasias were noted, but the
meannumberof lines wasnotpossible to determine
due to the calculus deposits.
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Sigwells 2003, Tr12

The individual from Pit F046 was very well
preserved, with only a few small bones from the
feet missing. There was some root damageto the
ends ofthe longbones,but the condition ofthebone
was largely good. The individual was identified as
male; age has been estimated as between 35-45
years or probably 45+. Living stature calculated
fromtheright femurwas 166.67cm-173.2Icm or
5'5~" - 5'8".

There was some osteophyte formation in the
temporo-mandibular joint, and corresponding
flattening of the mandibular condyles. This is
degenerative change and there are no other
indications ofosteoarthritis. Severedental attrition
andmalocclusion mayberesponsible forthischange
(BrothweIl1981, 151;Roberts & Manchester 1997,
53,114), buttherelationship between theconditions
is not well understood and changes to the form of
the condyle may be age related (Whittaker et al.
1985, 407, 417-418). There was also some
osteophyte formation andpittinginthethoracicand
lumbar vertebrae as well as the distal end of the
right femur indicating degenerative change.
However, osteoarthritis is not indicated.

A spiral fracturewas notedon the distalendof the
shaft of the right ulna. The bonehad foreshortened
by at least 3mm. The displaced portionappears to
be completely out of alignment having rotated
laterally along the axis by approximately 10
degrees. The rotation indicates that the cause of
the injury involved an indirect torsional force
(Roberts& Manchester1997,69) perhapsa fall in
whichthe limbwas twisted.Theangleof the distal
portion when comparedto the shaft is 19 degrees
froman anteriorviewand24 degrees froma lateral
view. It has beenconsidered that an unsuccessfully
healedfracture, for the ulna., as one with an angle
ofgreaterthan 25 degrees (Grauer& Roberts 1996,
535),andthis case ison the limitof this. Theradius
mayhaveacted as a natural splint;the radiographs
did not reveal an associatedfracture in the radius.
Thefracturehas healed but the opacityofthecaI1us
onthe radiographimplies a relatively recent injury.

Small plaque osteophytes were observed on the
surfaces of therightelbowjoint,intheright shoulder
and at the margins of the distal epiphysis of the
ulna. There were no other changes indicative of
osteoarthritis (Rogers et al. 1987, 185; Waldron
1995, 386). Malpositioning ofjoints may lead to
degeneration in associated joints. Osteoarthritis in
the shoulder has been related to trauma or other
abnormal stress (Roberts& Manchester 1997,101,
113-114), so these changes may be related to the
fracturedulna., althoughthe relationship cannotbe
statedwith certainty. Additionally thethirdproximal
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phalanx of the right hand was thickened and
misshapen, also indicating a possible fracture or
infection. The radiographs failed to indicate an
evident fracture line. It is not possibleto determine
whether this occurred at the same time as the
fracture of the arm. Fractures to the hands are
uncommon in archaeological contextsalthoughthis
may be related to preservation and recovery bias
(Roberts& Manchester1997, 76).

With the exception of a single carious tooth and
associated abscess,andonetoothlost ante-mortem,
the Sigwells individual seems to have enjoyed
reasonably goodoralhealth. Thereis somecalculus
but it is notsevere. Dentalenamel hypoplasiaswere
noted, with a mean number of three lines
representing separate interruptions in development.
The anteriormaxillary teeth are overcrowdedand
rotated symmetrically. The upper incisors and
canines are shovelled. Shovel incisors are rare in
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European populations at around 7% and have a
.genetic element to their incidence (Hillson 1996,
"88; Scott & Turner 1997, 131, 187; Tyrell 2000,
298). The presence of shovelled incisors is
interesting as it has not been possible to identify
any other recorded archaeological example
demonstrating them.

Whilst the break of the right arm wouldhave been
a serious injury, it may not have impaired the
individual. Thefracturehadhealedreasonably well
despite displacement and if the development of
osteophytes in associated joints is related to the
fracture it implies that thearm continued tobeused.
There is a little degenerative change in the spine,
but this is not unexpected in theage groupto which
theindividual mostlikely belonged. Otherwise there
is no indication that the individual did not have a
good standard ofgeneralhealth during life.
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Trench 10

3 The Fieldwork

Richard Tabor

The following accounts offieldwork carried out in
2002 are intendedas no more than summaries. In
theexcavation sections detailsofcontextsare given
only where is they make a telling contribution to
interpretation without full analysis. And whereas
theprevious reportillustrated sectiondrawings from
all the excavated test pits only those deemedto be
of specialsignificance are illustratedhere. The full
range of pits will be dealt with fully in future
publications, possiblyin electronic form,

We had completed, even exceeded, our sampling
requirements for the Leverhulme Trust-funded
phase of the project by the early Autumn of2003.
A combination of clayier soils in the west part of
the study area and baking by the sun had
necessitated a drastic reduction in the amount of
shovel pitting and a correspondingincrease in the
number of test pits. Figure 3.1 shows the extentof
all shoveland test pittingcarried out by the project
up to that time, and Figure 3.2 shows all the areas
surveyed by gradiometer.

The plateau

No further survey work was due on the plateau,
but the rolling programme of excavations
investigating the complex multiphase geophysical
results at Sigwells continued. Foot and Mouth
disease had prevented excavation on the extreme
westsideofSigwells in2001, and in 2002 the crop
regimerendered that area inaccessible. Instead,we
turned our attention to the "D"-shaped enclosure
in the north east of the field (Trench 11), and
revisited the LateBronzeAgeenclosureinthe south
east, withtheparticularaimofexploringthe double
linear which bisects it while snaking its way from
east to west (Trench I 0). In 2003 we fmally
managedto explore the extreme west of the field
where several different chronological systems
appeared to converge (Trench 12). The locations
of these threetrenches are shown in Figure 3.3.

Excavations at SigweUs, 2002

)(~z.~

Trench10 was situated over the middlearea of the
Late Bronze Age enclosure (Figure 3.4) partially
excavated in 2000 (Tabor 2002, 72-80). The
excavationwas directedby Richard Tabor, and the
work carried out by University of Bristol
undergraduates and volunteers. Prior to excavation
the middle and southern portions of the enclosure
were re-surveyed with a gradiometer to ensure
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accurate siting of the trench. The principal
objectives were to obtain further confirmationof
the enclosure's date,to demonstrate its relationship
with a probable double-ditched track, and to
establish thedateofa longsouthsouthwestto north
north east alignedanomaly on the east side of the
field The latter had been assigned a place in the
hypothetical Late Romano-British settlement of
Sigwells (Tabor 2002, fig. 5.9).

Over most of the site the topsoil of slightly
yellowish, reddishbrownsandy loam (10,001; nb.
the context numbers givenin the text are onlygiven
in full on section drawings. The trench number
prefixes havebeenomittedon the plans) gave way
to eitherred brown sandy silts in the upper fills of
cut features, or to the natural surface of cracked
rounded andsubangularpaleyellowinferioroolitic
limestone (10,034). The upper fills of all but one
cut feature comprised red, medium brown sandy
silt, sometimes including a few yellowlimestones.
The exception was ditch F009, with a slightly
yellowish medium brownloam upper fill (l0,005).
All features identified as filled cuts were sampled
and, in a few cases, totally excavated

Several features which appeared on the surface
proved after excavation to be amorphous or
multilobed, andare provisionally diagnosedas tree
root holes, or other natural features. The former
explanation may best suit a group of such features
extending ina roughlinefromthe southwestcomer
to the middle of the trench. These features (Figure
3.5, FOOl, F022, F008, F007, F006, F003, etc.)
had appeared on the geophysical survey as an
intermittent linear and it is possible that it marks
the route ofan old hedge, as yet undated North of
thetrench centre(F019),and towardsthesouthwest
corner(FO15) shallowcurvilineargullies mightbe
the remainsof otherwise ploughedout circular or
penannular cuts, and several small roughly
cylindrical and conical cuts may be postholes.

Onlyfeatures suitedto interpreting and phasingthe
geophysical anomalies in the field are included in
the following list

F002 Thewest side of the enclosureditch running
from south to north along the lengthof the trench.
Theuppermostfill, 10,002,was a red brown sandy
silt common to the upper fills of several other
features. It wasdifficult to distinguish from 10,050,
the fill of a recut along the west side of the ditch.
Theyrespectively sealedand abutted10,048(Figure
3.7), which comprised from 30 to 90".4 small to
mediumsuhangularandroundedyellowlimestones,
a fewbum to red and blue hues, set in a yellowish
red brown slightly clayey sandy silt. The west of
the ditch followed the line of the recut and the
natural rock of its side was notably rounded In
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Earliest Iron Af;p enclosure ditch

o Middle Iron Age enclosure ditch

C' Middle to Late Iron Age enclosure ditch

o Latest Iron Age enclosure ditch

Tr R 0 Outline of trench
o Metres 200

Figure 3.3. Sigwells, Charlton Horethome, gradioroeter plot. Selected trenches and phased anomalies superimposed
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Figure 3.4. Sigwells 2002. Trench 10 outline superimposed on magnetic data plot detail
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sharp contrast the rock onthe east sideof theearlier
ditchcut was muchmoreangular.Finds inthe upper
fill ranged from Bronze Age to Romano-British
pottery, alongwithflintandbone.Findsintheearlier
fills were no later that Late Bronze Age. In 2002
the north and south ditches of the enclosure had
produced bovine mandibles. No further examples
were recovered, but a deliberate deposit of two
saddle quems demonstrated the practice of ritual
behaviour respectingthe west ditch as well(Figure
3.6. Also, see Fiona Roe's report, above).

FOO4 A shallow, flat-bottomed, approximately east
west linear, recut slightlymore deeply(Figure3.7)
through the north side of F027 (see below). The
upper fill is of red brown, fairly fine, sandy silt,
including occasional small round and subangular
yellow limestones (10,021), but otherwise
indistinguishable from the upper fill of F002
(10,002). The lower fills are slightly more clayey
and include some subangular yellowlimestones of
upto medium size, as well as grits and gravels
(10,032, 10,040, 10.041, 10,042). Nearly all the
pottery recovered was black burnished ware, some
sherds of which were diagnostically Romano
British.

F009 A longlinear ditch with a truncatedV profile
(Figure 3.8), which produced Romano-British
pottery, consistent with expectations (Tabor 2002,
66-67, fig. 5.9). It comprised an upper fill of
yellowish brown loam (10,005), giving way to
gravellyrubble silts(10,037and 10,047)alternating
with less stoney silts (10,046 and 10,052). It cut
the subrectangular features FOl7 and FOB. The
rare finds includeda hobnailand a fewveryabraded
sherds, one ofa shelland grog temperedfabric, the
others of blackburnished ware, one of which is a
splayed base. All the pottery was from 10,037.

FOl2 A shallow, flat-bottomed, approximatelylm
wide east-west ditch, parallel withF0041F027. The
upper fill (10,003) comprised a slightly yellowish
brownish red sandy silt including a few gravelly
limestonesand was very similar to the upper fill of
FOO2 (10,002). Finds includedprehistoricpottery,
undiagnostic black burnished ware and one small,
very abraded pieceofsarnian. It sealeda brownish
yellow, slightly clayey, sandy silt which included,
particularly towards the middle of the ditch, lying
closely to its bottom, frequent gritty, gravelly to
medium subangular and rounded limestones,
occasionally burnt to red and blue hues (10,039).
Finds includedsrnall grog-temperedEarlyto Middle
Bronze Age sherds, a calcite and shell tempered
rim probably contemporarywith material fromthe
enclosure ditch and, giving a TPQ, two sherds
including crushed and plate shell.

FOl3 A steep sided elongated rectilinear cut,
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truncated at its west end by F009 (Figure 3.9). Its
yellowishbrown loam upper fill (10,007) included
'upto 30% small to medium subangular limestones,
a substantial proportion ofwhich were burnt to red
and blue hues. Some sherds from this context were
tempered with crushed shell, suggesting that there
had been a residual depression over the pit during
the Middle Iron Age. The fill immediately below
was similar in its composition of stones, but they
were set in a darkish brown sandy silt (10,051)
which included bone and a few sherds of calcite
andshelltemperedpottery.Lower contexts included
charcoal in patches and isolated lumps and more
red and blue burnt stone, as well as several sherds
from the samecoarse calcite-temperedlargejar, and
others shell and calcite mixtures. In places the sides
and bottom of the pit appeared to be lined with a
yellowsandyclay.A shallowrectangulardepression
at the pit's north west end must have been integral
to its function and may possibly have supported a
timber structure. The pit has been interpreted as a
cooking pit.

F027 The surviving south portion ofan east-west
flat-bottomed ditch, subsequently recut by ditch
F004 along its north side (Figure 3.7). The
presumedupper fill was indistinguishablefromthat
ofFOO4 (10,021), but there was a marked contrast
between an underlying south to north tip of small
to medium limestonerubble set in a reddishbrown,
slightly clayey silt (10,058) and F004's abutting
10,042. The tip overlay a sandy loam withfar fewer
gravels (10,059). No finds were recorded from
either 10,058 or 10,059 as both contexts were only
recognised in section, after excavation.

Other features are loosely classed as: two shallow,
roughly curvilnear gulleys (FOI5 and FOI9);
posthole(FOO5); probable/possiblepostholes (FOII,
F020, FO14, F025 and FO18) and probable natural
features(severalmay be treerootholes:FOOl, FOI0,
F022, FOO3, FO17, FOO8). A very shallow cut,
FO16, included many pot sherds likely to be from
the one vessel, suggesting that this, too, was a cut
feature, perhaps for water collection. In any event
it is a testament to the penetration of the plough in
this areaof the plateau.

Sequence and interpretation

The lackofsurface stratified deposits, the similarity
offills in many ofthe cuts, and the paucity offinds
in some, makes it impossible to fully elaborate the
sequence. The following should be regarded as
speculative.

Phase I Possible tree holes may indicate a wooded
landscape, although theyappear to coincidewith a
patchily linear magnetic anomaly which may have
beenan ancient hedgerow. In the latter case a later
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date might be preferable.

Phase 2 If curvilinear features were parts .of
structures theycouldnotco-exist with at leastsome
of the natural features. Here they are treated as
later than the natural features, but predating the
Late BronzeAge enclosure. Someof the possible
postholes may be contemporary.

Phase 3 Late Bronze Age I Early Iron Age. The
sparsepotteryfromthemiddle and lowerditchfills
(F002, 10,048) share the characteristic of calcite
tempering with the much more prolific and larger
sherds from pit FOB. In both cases the cut feature
seems to have beenbackfilled a short time after it
hadbeen dug,judgingby theangularity of the sides
and size and angularity of the stones in the fill. It
seems likely that the enclosure and pit are closely
contemporary and that both are associated with a
specialised activity.

Sections acrosstheditch in2000showthatthe ritual
deposition of singular bovine mandibles observed
ina ditchat Milsoms Comer,was practisedhere in
the north and south of the enclosure ditch. No
furtherexamples werefound in the west ditch,but
a parallelwitha muchearlierriteofplacingquerns
face-down (discovered in an Early Neolithic pit at
Milsoms corner) was revealed during the
excavation ofthe ditch'srubblefill (10,048).There
hasbeena longandvery consistent history ofquerns
being imported from the Mendips (Old Red
Sandstone), with examples from Milsoms Comer
(Early Neolithic and Iron Age), Cadbury Castle
(Middleto Late IronAge)and CastleFarm, South
Cadbury(Romano-British). Exceptionally, the two
examples found in Sigwells Trench 12 are
Greensand and Hestercombe stone, theformer lying
immediately north of, and adjacent to, the latter
(Figure 3.6 and see Roe, Notes on workedstone,
chapter2, above). Ondiscovery theopposinggreen
and red of the two fresh, slightly moist stoneswas
verystriking. Nowthattheybavebothbeen sourced
it is interesting to notethat theyrepresenta coming
together ofeast (Greensand fromPenPits)and west
(Hestercombe, near Taunton).

Given theseexotic artefacts the styleof pottery from
the "cooking pit" is of particularnote.The largest,
thick-walled vessel, is a long-necked bipartite jar
with a thick, flattened and outwardly rolled rim.
Fingernail impressions mark the outer edge of the
rim and there are geometrically zoned finger drag
marks belowit. A shallow cordonappears to have
been applied to the vessel's shoulder which has
slashed above and below the ridge of the cordon
(Figure 3.10). The vessel is tempered with coarse
calcite.A sherdfroma long-necked bipartitevessel
has a slightly flattened and rolled rim with four
furrows low on the neck (Figure3.11). The fabric
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includes moderately abundant crushed and plate
shell and some medium calcite crystals. There are
carbonised residues on the neck and rim. A small
slightlyinternally bevelled flattened rim sherd, with
abundant crushedand someplate shelland calcite,
has shallow furrows just belowthe rim. A similar
mixture occurs in a simple rounded upright rim
sherd. ·Several sharp-angled base sherds
(Woodward 2000a, fig. 166)are alsotempered with
shell and calcite.

This small, but diagnostically rich, assemblage is
remarkable for its lack of stylistic affinity with
material from Cadbury Castle. Fingernail
impressions onthe shoulderand rimare incommon
with the Cadbury 5-7 assemblages as diagnosed
by Woodward, a span ofapproximately 500 to 250
BC. Evidence from Milsoms Comer suggest that
some Cadbury 5 fabrics may have a much earlier
origin, possibly as early as the 10th century BC.
There are no close parallels from west Somerset
excavationsat NortonFitzwarren and BreanDown
(Woodward inEllis 1990and in Bell 1990). Long
necked furrowed bowls andfingertip decoration are
features of the assemblage from postholes at
Houghton Down, Hampshire (Lisa Brown in
Cunliffe & Poole 2000, 79-80), assigned to
Danebury cp 1-2, giving an absolute date range
from around 800 to 500 BC and are known from
many other excavations in Hampshire (Fasham
1985, fig. 52) and Wiltshire (McOmish 1996, fig.
4). A related assemblage at Potterne has been
assigned a slightly earlier span from the 9th (or
possibly the 10th) century to the 7th century BC
(Lawson 2000, 165, figs. 47 and 48).

If a very Late BronzeAgeor EarliestIronAgedate
is accepted for the enclosure with these first
survivingsigns ofcontemporary activity withinit,
the distinctive differences from the contemporary
assemblages at Cadbury Castle and Milsoms
Corner only 2 km to the north west are surprising.
It has alreadybeennotedthat the enclosureappears
to have had a veryshort lifespan - a fewmonthsto
a decade, perhaps- and!batitmayhavebeen created
for a specialisedpurpose.One possibility is that it
was used byperipateticcraftsmenfrom Hampshire
or Wiltshire, perhaps metalworkers, whoused their
native culture to shape pottery in fabrics local to
Cadbury I Sigwells. It may be that the ritual
deposition of querns during the filling of the
enclosureditchrepresentsa sacrificeof someitems
received inexchangefortheir products from people
who had travelled from further west.

Phase 3a This phase is defined by a singlefeature,
the recut of the enclosure ditch F002, filled with
context 10,050. It is possiblethat this redefined the
enclosure as there is evidence for recutting in the
north ditch (Tabor 2002, fig. 5.18, sections CoD
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Figure 3.6. Sigwell 2002, Trench 10: Greensand (above) and lIestercombe stone quems ill situ in the rubble fill ufthe Late Bronze Age enclosure ditch.



Sigwells 2002, Trench 10: Longitudinal north-facing section along Iron Age I Romano-British ditch 1'004 I 1'027

Sigwells 2002, Trench 10: Longitudinal south-lacing section along Iron Age I Romano-British ditch 1'012

'"u, Figure 3.7. Sigwells 2002, Trench 10. Ditch sections
Sigwells 2002, Trench 10: West-facing section along Iron Age I Romano-British ditch 1'004 I 1'027
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TIle "cooking pit" (FOt3) during excavation. Large sherds from a decorated bowl (see Figure 3.9 ) are
exposed amongst the rubble ti ll . inc luding severa l burnt stones.

Tbe "cooking pit" (FO 13) after excavation . cut by the Romano-british ditch (FOO!) at its north west end.

Figure 3.9. SigweJls :W02. Trench 10; The Late Bronze Age "cooking pit" (FO I3)
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Sigwells 2002. Trench 10: Detail of the large decorated bowl from the "cooking pit".
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Figure 3.10. Sigwells 2002. Trench 10: Large decora ted bowl from the "cooking pit" (1'013).
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Figure 3. JI. Sigwells 2002, Trench 10: Selection of diagnostic sherds from the "cooking pit" (FO J3).



and E-F). There is very littledatable material from
this context, but it appears to be earlier than ditch
F027.

Phase 4 & 4a Finds from ditch FOl2 suggestthat
it may have had a Middleto Late Iron Ageorigin,
but that it was still opento receiveEarly Romano
Britishmaterial, at leastas a partially siltedchannel.
It is assumedthat F027 is contemporary withFOl2
andthat the recutF004 markseithera reinvestment
in the track, or the use of one of its ditches as a
boundary.

Phase5 This is represented by thelonglinearditch,
F009. The paucityof finds suggests thatthissection
of the ditch was some distance from areas of
habitation or midden dating to the presumed
contemporary later Romano-British phase on the
plateau.

Trench 11

. A second trench was opened around 180 m north
of Trench 10 to investigate a D-shaped positive
anomaly revealed by the gradiometer, Directed by
Peter Leach, the work was carried out by
University ofBristolundergraduates andvolunteers.
Due to a basic survey error (by the editor!) the
originaltrenchwas wronglysitedby 20m,however
after an extension the straight portion of the
enclosure ditch was discovered (Figure 3.12). As
it was the positionerror had beneficial sideeffects,
revealing a long Romano-British boundary (a
positivelinear anomalyon the geophysical survey)
and graves boundedby it. On typological grounds
the D-shaped anomaly had been interpreted as an
Early to Middle Iron Age enclosure, probably for
stock,althoughnotehad beenmadeof the system's
similar character to that of the presumed "earlier
BronzeAge" (Tabor & Johnson2002, 7; fig. 5).

Thewhole of the trench (Figure3.13) was covered
by a 20 to 25cm deep, fine, sandy greyish, light
brownploughsoil including sparse scattersof small
yellow limestones. Below this was a 20 to 25cm

'deep orangey brown former soil. This sealed all
features, although one (FOII) was cut into and
sealed by 11002, suggesting that 11002 ought to
have been subdivided. No other cut features were
observed to have this twofold relationship with
11002,althoughthe generalnature of thesoilmade
visibility, and hence confident diagnosis, extremely
difficult. Three rectangular cuts (F014, FOl8 and
FOI5) shared the east-west alignment of ditch
complex F0101F0171F019, running alongside its
north edge. A fourth (F012) was at rightangles to
the ditch's north side. All were almost certainly
Romano-British grave pits, two producingseveral
severely corroded hob and/or coffinnails, and one
(F012)extremely degraded skeletal staining. Allare
considered Romano-British, belonging to the third
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century AD or later.

Only featuressuitedto interpretingand phasingthe
geophysical anomalies in the field are includedin
the following list:

FOII An irregular elongated hollow or cut filled
with a brown sandy soil rich in flecks and small
lumps of charcoal, which included fragments of
burnt bone, a piece of slag and a near complete
black burnisheddish (dog bowl). The feature's cut
appears stratigraphically higher than that of the
graves and might be contemporary with or later
than the last phase of the ditch complex

FOIO An east-west linear with an unclear
relationship to the ditch complex FOI7/019, filled
witha buff reddishbrownslightlyclayeysandysilt
(11012,11016,11022,11026,11034). At the time
of excavation the homogeneity of the soils in the
whole ditch complexrenderedit difficult to decide
whether FOI 0 was recut by F0171F019, or whether
it wasa shallowrecut ofthelatter.A carefulreview
of the contexts suggeststhat a darkishbrownclayey
sand filling the lowerpart ofFO19, context 11025,
was under FOIO fill 11016. Described as sealed
below 11002, it may be that its fills were
indistinguishable fromit.

FOl7/019 Dueto the conflationofthehomogenous
contexts no discretefillwas attributed to FO17, but
the distinctive 11025 was attributed to FO19. As a
portion of baulk lay between FO17 and FO19 it
cannot be demonstrated that the two were
equivalent, although it seems most likely.

F021 Appears to be a curving return ditch,
straightening northwards from FO17/019 of which
it may be part. The fill comprised a mid-brown
sandysilt flecked occasionally by charcoal.

FO16 A 1.1m deep, steep-sided pit cut into natural,
theupper fillsofwhichappearedto becut by FOI O.
These upper fills (11014 and 11027) share
characteristics of the ditch complex fills, which
gradually changed to a lower fill of buff yellow,
lightbrownsandysiltsparselyflecked withcharcoal
lining the sides ofthe pit.

F020/022 A steep, narrow bottomed,truncatedV
profiledditchcut by FO19to its south and by F021
to its north. It correspondedwith the straight side
of the D-shaped enclosure, although in the short
length revealedin this trench extensionit appeared
to bend or kink. On typological grounds it was
expected to date to the Early to Middle Iron Age,
but the small assemblageof pot sherds recovered
from it were demonstrably earlier. Inclusions of
coarse quartz and grog were consistent with the
EarlyBronzeAgedate attributableto a twistedcord
impressed sherd. It should be stressed that only a
small part of the enclosure ditch has been
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Figure 3.12. Sigwells 2002. Trench II outline superimposed on magnet ic data plot deta il
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excavated, but without later prehistoric pottery in,
or even around it, Early Bronze Age is the latest
TPQ which can be assigned to it at present.

Sequence and interpretation

Phase I Definedby the D-shaped enclosure which
is Early Bronze Age or later. Possibly a stock
enclosure.

Phase 2 Undated prehistoric activity associated
with pit FOI6.

Phase 3a The digging of field boundaries in the
2nd or 3rd century AD.

Phase3b Recuttingoffieldboundariesand creation
of a cemetery in the 2nd or 3rd century AD.

Excavations at Sigwells, 2003 :, (~2')
In Summer 2003 we fmally managed to excavate
a longtrenchon theextremewest ofSigwel1swhich
had originally been planned for 2001. We dug in
the expectationoffindinga Bronze Age enclosure,
linked to thenorthharrowby a ditch, andofbisecting
the presumed Iron Age and Late Romano-British
field systems. The results, although very exciting,
demonstrate that while the gradiometer never lies,
interpretation of chronology can sometimes be a
little awry! The excavation revealed a fme very
late IronAgestratified sequence,persisting beyond
AD 43, although the material culture remained
distinctly indigenous. Fullanalysisofthe substantial
ceramic assemblage is underway, but is far from
complete at the time of writing, so the dating of
features is provisional.

Trench 12

The area chosen was on the west site of a spur
overlooking Cadbury Castle, 1.6 km to north north
east. The area is increasinglysusceptible to plough
damage, particularly since the introduction of
potatoes in 2002, and indeedthe resurveying ofthe
area in advance ofexcavation produced much less
well defined plots (Figure 3.14) than the coverage
of the whole field, completed in 1996. The
excavation wasveryproductiveoffinds, particularly
boneand most ofall pottery. At the time ofwriting
the pottery analysis is underway, with some key
contexts in the stratigraphic sequence having been
prioritised, but nearly 90% ofthe material has yet
to be inspected. Thus what follows is onlya skeletal
presentation of the data.

Well stratified deposits remain (the best so far
encountered on Sigwells) over a natural of soft
yellow sandstone (12003/12054). The topsoil was
a loose, yellowish brown sandy loam including a
crop root mass (1200I). At the south end of the
trench several positive linear features lie directly
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below the topsoil and are being degraded by the
plough (12006, 12005,12004 etc.). Each of these
was abutted by the fills of holloways which they
bounded. The southernmostbank material overlay
a silt (12020, 12022) which predated or may have
been equivalent to 12007112009. It sealed the fill
of a ditch (Figure 3.14, F039) which contained a
near complete bead rim bowl. The ditch cut the
fills of three pits (F021, F019 and FOI2), one of
which appeared later than the other two. The finds
from the pits have yet to be analysed.

Thenorthendof thetrenchwascovered by a slightly
yellowish brown sandy silt including sparse soft
yellow gravelly sandstone and rare flecks of
charcoal, the latter morecommon at greater depth
(12007112009). This layer was butted by the bank
material (12005, 12010) to its south, allowing a
continuous sequenceacross the full 50m length of
the excavated area. At the north end the sandy silt
sealed the fills of all cut features as well positive
stone features (12018, 12024, 12024) which were
also butted by other silt contexts.

The critical sequence as so far defined continued
with the fills ofthe east sectionofa Late Iron Age
enclosure ditch (Figure 3.15, F003) which cut the
fills of several pits (F38, F51 and F57 which itself
cut F50). All but two pits cut a Middle Iron Age
ditch, FO15, a continuation of the original south
section ofthe enclosureditch (F002. Figures 3.16
and 3.17). The pottery of the Middle Iron Age is
dominated by shell temperedproducts to the near
exclusion of quartz temperedsherds (examples of
the latter are small and may be intrusive).The late
enclosure ditch is dominated by Dorset Black
Burnished ware sherds.

The Middle Iron Age enclosureditch cut the fills
ofa holloway(F008) as did several pits within the
enclosed area, several inter-cutting each other.
Whilst most ofthese pits can be shownto postdate
the Middle Iron Ageenclosureits relationshipwith
the earlier pits has yet to be established.

The earliest feature on the site is a ditch (F043)
producing a moderate amount of flint f1akes and
just one small rim sherd which may be Beaker
related.The ditch is unlikely to be 1ater than Middle
Bronze Age and may be earlier. The geophysical
plot strongly suggests that it is a continuationof a .
long linear revealedat the north west comer ofthe
Late Bronze Ageenclosure(Tabor2002, 73-4, fig.
5.17, 004), movingwhathadbeen theLateRomano
British field system back in time by around two
millennia!

Preliminary remarks about the pottery .

The largeamount ofpottery isdominatedby quartz
fabrics, mainlyDorsetBlackBurnishedware. There
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Figure 3.14. Sigwells 2003, Trench 12, plan
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Figure 3. 15. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. The Middle (F002 & FO 15) and Late Iron Age enclosures (F003)

Figure 3.1 6. Sigwells 2003 . Trench 12. South-fac ing section. Pit F052 cut by ditch F003 and Ox skull
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Figure 3.17. Sigwells '003. Trench 12. North-facing section. The Middle (FO 15) cut by the Late Iron Age enclosures (F003)
and pit F052

Figure 3.18. Sigwe lls 2003. Trench 12. West-facing section. Terminal of ditch F003 showing rubble
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are shell tempered sherds and a large group of
sherds with voids, rounded and particularly
subangular which seem likely to have been shell
tempered (in few examples there are clear plate
shell impressions, and in a few more there are
traces of partiallydissolved shell). Mostof thevoid
dominated group are from general contexts and
may have been left exposed to the elements at the
time of the area's abandonment. In the fills of cut
features there are examples of sherds with intact
shellinclusions, notably inditchFoo2,but potteryis
much sparser from most such contexts.

Sherds from the critical sequence outlined above
have been illustrated in the prehistoric pottery
addendum (see chapter 2).

Preliminary remarks about the earth banks

It had beenexpectedthat positivelinear anomalies
recognised from the maguetic survey would prove
to be ditches.However, several of thoseat the south
end ofTrench12provedto be earthernbanks.Their
compositionofbrownsoilsand a moderateamount
of burnt local limestone are sufficient explanation
for thesurveyresult.Thestratigraphy demonstrates
that all are late in the sequence and 12004 with
120051120I0 are clearly defining a route-way
(Figure3.14).There issomeRomano-British coarse
ware from these contexts, including obtuse lattice
decoration, presumably of late 2nd century to 4th
century date. At present no Romano-British fine
wares have been observed, though this may have
more to do with the function of the area than its
chronology.

Preliminary remarks about the ditches

There are shallow ditches associated with banks
12005/120I0 (withF035) and 12004(FO13) which
may post-datethe formation of the banks(p. Leach,
pers. comm.). The most prominent ditches are the
Bronze Age ditch (F043), sealedbeneaththe fill of
a holloway, and the enclosureditches. The Middle
Iron Age ditch had been backfilled to the extent
that only a shallowchannelremained whenseveral
pits were cut (Figures3.15 & 3.16), and then when
the Late Iron Age enclosureditchwas cut through
them. Both ditches,particularlythe later,appear to
have had episodes of rapid filling. An unabraded
eyebrow-motif decorated sherd from middle fills
close to the terminal ofF003 (Figure 3.18) joined
with a sherd in similarly.goodcondition from the
upper fills around 4 m further east. This area of
the ditch also producedseveral longbones (Figure
3.19), probably bovine, whilst the terminal of the
earlier ditch produced much less pottery and a
single bovineskull (Figure3.20).

A line of substantial stones had been set along the
top ofthe filledMiddleIron Ageditch (F002), but
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had begunto subside into the Late Iron Age ditch.
A group of stones across its upper fill appearedto
be a buttress against the subsiding stones which
hadprobably formeda revetting wallfor an internal
bank. Backfillingof the later ditchappears to have
been completed during the Ist century AD.

Ditch F039, to the south of the trench, included a
nearlycompleted BC3.3beadrim bowlwhich seems
likely to represent a closure deposit.

Preliminary remarks about the pits

Analysis of the pits and their associated artefacts
has barely started but already distinctpatterns are
emerging. There appear to be three distinct pit
groups, one at the south end of the trench (F019,
F021, FOl2 and F044), another at the north end
boundedby the Late Iron Ageenclosureditch, and
a group at the north end, cutting the backfilled
MiddleIron Ageenclosureditchbut cut bytheLate
Iron Age enclosureditch. Other pits are in relative
isolation, outside the enclosure.

Within this scheme there will be refinements.
Observable ritual deposits (allowing for the
possibility that some such depositsmay have been
organic) are all within the enclosed area with the
exceptionofan ox skull in a pit cuttingthe Middle
Iron Age ditch and cut by the later (F052, Figure
3.17). The deposits were:

F004 at the base ofa rapid upper fill an ox skull
with angular yellow sandstone inserted in the eye
sockets (Figure 3.21) withmost or possiblyallofa
broad, flat, bead rimjar (JC4), as well as several
piecesof slag (Figure3.22), mainlywith andabove
the skull, but a few small pieces below, some in
amongsta fan ofmediumto largeyellowsandstone
resting on a silt cone.

FOl8 a horse skull on the pit floor (Figure 3.23)
with limestones laid over it and with its mandibles
laid, one parallel with the other, over the stones
(Figure 3.24). This pit cut at least two others, and
was notably shallowerthan all those nearby.

F042 an articulated dog burial at the base of the
pit (Figure 3.25), to the south east of a void cut
throughthe pit base(Figure3.26),belowupperfills
which includeda completejar, substantial chunks
of slag, a horse premaxilla and mandibleparts from
sheep and pig (Figure 3.27).

FOIl an infant burial (Figure 3.28) towards the
base of probably rapid upper fills including several
medium burnt stones and most, if not all of, four
vessels(includinga JC4 type with counter-sunk lug
andaJD4 bead-rimjar, Figure3.29)overthe infant,
and with a La Tene brooch over them.

F046 a pit cutting two others, with a crouched
adulthumanburial onthe pit floor, lyingon its right
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Figure 3.19. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. Longitudinal section of the Late Iron Age enclosures (F003)

Figure 3.20. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. South-facing section. Terminal of ditch F002 and Ox skull
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Figure 3.21. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. Ox skull with stones set in orbilqFOQ.l )

Figure 3.22. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. East-facing section. 0, sku ll with rubble. pot and slag (F004)
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Detail showing daub "tongue' under fore palate

50

Figure 3.23. Sigwel ls 2003. Trench 12. Horse skull after removal of rubble and mandibles (FO I8)

Figure 3.24. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. West-faci ng section. Horse skull . mandibles and rubble (FOI8)
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Figure 3.26. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. From West.
Void in base of pit after removal of the legs and body
of dog.

Figure 3.25. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12.
From nonh. Articulated doa burial (F042l-showing other excavated and unexcavated
pits. (Note the relative position of pit F046.
from which the human burial has been
removed)

Figure 3.27. Sigwells 2003, Trench 12. From nonh. Material in upper till of dog pit (F042)
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Figure 3.28. Sigwells "003 . Trench I" . Infant burial. disturbed during excavation (FOi l)

Figure 3.29. Sigwells "003. Trench 12. Substantial Late Iron Age sherds from above infant (FOi l )
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Figure 3.30. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. Adult crouched burial. facing east (F046)

Figure 3.31. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. Detail of healed fracture to right wrist (F046)



Figure 3.32. Sigwells 2003. Trench 12. Infant burial disturbed during excavation (F033)

Figure 3.33. Sigwells 2003 , Trench 12. Stone cap and possible post hole in infant burial pit (F033)
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sidewith headto the south, arms folded so that the
hands rested on opposing shoulders, with no
obviously deliberately accompanying artefacts
(Figure3.30). During excavationa healedfracture
to the right wrist was noted (Figure 3.31). See
above, pages 29-30 .

F044 a pit including frequent charcoal and small
to medium pieces of daub, some with wattle
impressions, and some slag, at the time of
excavationconsidered to be industrial waste, but a
zoomorphically decorated bowlshelltemperedbead
rim BC3.3 bowl may indicate ritualising of the
deposit.

F033 an ovalcut approximately2.5 m northnorth
east of pit F044 was at first thought to be a post
hole, but it includedan stone-cappedinfant burial
(Figures3.32 & 3.33).

Preliminary phasingof Trench 12

Phase 1 Early or MiddleBronzeAge. Long linear
ditch,part of a large-scalepattern of land division.

Phase 2 Early to middle Iron Age? Holloway and
siltingof it towards the north end of the trench.

Phase 3 Middle Iron Age. Digging and filling of
enclosure ditch and pits lacking obvious ritual
deposits.

Phase 4 Middleto Late lron Age. Diggingofpits
filledwithno obvious ritual deposits.Character of
f1IIs (rapid/slowetc.) not yet analysed.

Phase 5 Pits with ritual deposits, large or frequent
pieces of pottery (mainly quartz fabrics)

The east and south east zone

Two morefields and a paddock were added in this
area. Crissells Greenis a longnarrowfield ofnearly
10 hectares, sited below the steeper Littleton,
generally dipping from north east to south west
towards HenshallBrook. East Field is a composite
of older fields running alongthe south west side of
the brook. Eastcombe Farm is a paddock, partly
sandwiched betweenthe north west ends of the two
fields. Crissells Green and Eastcombe Farm were
the subjectof magnetometry, shoveland testpitting
during the latter Wmterand early Spring, and ofa
small scale excavation at Easter 2002. Magnetic
survey and fieldwalking were carried out in East
Fieldinthe laterSpring,with shoveland testpitting
following in the early Autumn.

The results from immediately north of this group
offields suggested that a fieldsystemmightcontinue
southwardsand this provedto be true. Assumedto
be Romano-British, it continuedthrough the west
end ofCrissells Green and across Henshall Brook
intoEast Field(Figure 3. 34). One reguIar TP over
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the top of a ditch in the system produced several
crushed and plate shell tempered sherds, as well
as beadrimsinBlackBurnished fabric (TP363400
125000), implying a possibleMiddle to Late lron
Age,or possibly EarlyRomano-British spanof use.
Just south of the stream-crossing another regular
TP (363400 124900)encountered a deepblacksilt
over a rubble layer, smothered by over a metre of
mainly recenthiIlwash. Therubblewas inaccessible
because it was belowthe water table, but the black
silt produced a variety of bead rims, one earlier
rim, and no latertypes, indicative ofa probable I st
centuryAD date. A glassbead and a broochspring
mayprovideadditional datingevidence. At the brow
ofa short scarp overlooking the crossingarea from
the south a targeted TP (363375 124842)revealed,
a possibleBronzeAge ditch roughly parallel with
a muchbiggerditchwhichagain producedseveral
bead rimsand nothing typically later (Figure3.35).
Bumt stone in the fill and the very dark soils
suggested nearby settlement. Thisditchwas ineffect
blocked off by a later Romano-British ditch. In
contrast to TP 363400 124900 the plough was
actually cuttingintotheuppermost f1IIs of theditch,
undoubtedly exposed becauseofits positionon the
brow.

The field systemcertainly encroached on the area
around Eastcombe Farm, although it was difficult
to tracethere, dueto theamount offerrousmagnetic
debrisandservice pipesinthat area. A TP (363400
124940) revealed articulated human legs and feet
which, following an extension werefoundto bepart
of a complete crouchedburial (Figure3.36). Small
fragments of pottery in the fill of the roughly oval
grave weremainly ofDorset Black Burnished, but
themode ofburialis distinctly LateIronAge. Again,
a first century AD date seems probable. For a
preliminary report see above, pages 28-29.

Further fainter rectangular anomalies appear to
related to surviving earthworks in Crissells Green
and are likely to be Medieval, with a possible
settlement areaona large, enclosed terracetowards
the east end. But the most distinctive geophysical
anomaly was approximately onethird from the arc
of a circle, which could not be surveyed where a
sheep penobstructed access.Although the diameter
wascommensurate witha barrowditchthe location
at the bottom of a steep slope, on the level area
above the gentle slope down to Henshall Brook
seemed anunlikely location, better suitedto a henge.
Alternatively, rare circular buildings on this scale
have been found in Wiltshire and Dorset. As it
appeared to stand alone in the landscape it was
decided to investigate it with a smail trial trench.

Excavation at CrisseUs Green 2002 ~ I 830
The geophysical survey of Crissells Green had
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revealedabout a thirdofthearc ofa positive circular
anomaly in the northern most comer of the field
(Figure 3.37). A sheeppenpreventedfull coverage
of the' area so not all of the feature could be
surveyed. The arc was sited on a flat terrace at
the bottom of the steep Littleton field slope, at the
head of a much gentler slope down to Henshall
Brook. In effect it was at the necks of the south
end of the South Cadbury valley and the west end
of the Eastcombe valley. It was also noted that it
lay directly in the due east line which runs from
Cadbury Castle's east gate to Hicknoll Slait, at the
head of the Eastcombe valley.

A single8 x 4 m trenchwasopenedbyhand(Figure
3.38). Finds were given a horizontal reference to
within I square metrebasedonthe ordnancesurvey
grid to enable direct plotting within GIS.
Consequently the grid was at a near 45' angle to
the layout of the trench which initially proved
challengingfor some of the diggers!

The topsoil (100I) comprised a darkish medium
yellowish brown sandy loam, varying from 20 to
40 em, includingoccasionalsmall subangular and
rounded limestones and grits. It covered a hillwash
(1002) of coarse brown yellow silty sand which
included moderately frequent small angular
limestonesand grits, as wellas smallpiecesofcoal
and clinker. It merged into a possible former
cultivation horizon (1003) of slightly greyish,
brownish yellow, slightlyclayey, sandy silt which
included very rare small stones and gravel and
occasional flecks of charcoal. Combined, the two
contexts varied in depth from around 16 to 45 cm.

A buff, slightlyorangey mediumbrown sandy silt
(I005) which included some Romano-British
pottery was sealed by 1003 and itself sealed the
charcoal fleckedfills ofseveral scoops(F00l/003/
008/009) cutting into the upper fill of ditch F004.
The same horizon included the postholesF002 and
F007, the latter ofwhichappearedto havematerial

, (1024) spreading from it.

Cut into orangey yellowgravels (IOlO and 1023)
the ditch itself was initially thought to have a U
profile but was found to have a box profile, after
the excavation of gravelly primary silts at the
bottom of its sides. The fill into which the scoops
and post holes were cut (1013, 1018 and 1014)
comprised slightly yellowish, reddish brown silts
which ranged from sandy to slightly clayey.
Amongst several sherds from these contexts,often
grog tempered, were finger-pinched wall sherds,
one ofwhich had a lug or knob, a simple intumed
rim, and an internallybevelIed rimfrom a slanting,
straight-sided, open bowl (Figure 3.40).

The buffsilts at the bottomoftheditch(F004) were
generally more clayey (1022, 1021 and 10IS) and
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produced no pottery. However, there were several
.bovine long bones in a group, andbesidethe lowest
.of these was the greater part of a human mandible
(Figure 4.39. See above, pages 28-29). The ditch
appearedto cut anotherlinearcut (F005/006)which
produced no pottery.

Sequence and interpretation

The circular anomaly had been interpreted as a
possible ring ditch around a large round house
comparable with examples found in Dorset and
Wiltshire of Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age
date. In the period following excavation it was
considered possible that the ditch formed part ofa
henge, or perhaps a barrow ditch, The results of
the excavation were inconclusive as there were
relatively few finds in the ditch filIs, but the first
interpretationappears to be supportedby the pottery
from the upper and middlefills. Finger impressions
and pinchingon shoulders, necks,cordonsandrims
are a notable feature ofEarly IronAgeassemblages
over much of southern Britain (not least Cadbury
ceramic assemblages 5-7), commensurate with a
JB1.3 wall sherd from Crissells Green sherds, and
a second sherd which may be from a pinched
cordon (Figure 3.41, 013/6, 018/5). An intumed
simple rounded rim fit most comfortably with the
earlier PAl form of Cadbury 4 or 5, but the type
remains current through until Cadbury 8. A rim,
018/4, is an example of the a straight sided DA
type dishes, a fairly rare element in Cadbury
Castle's Middle Iron Age assemblage (Woodward
2000a, 336) but noted at Milsoms Comer (Tabor
2002, fig. 4.7, 18). Although the only visible
inclusions in some fabrics are grog, several sherds
include shell or mixtures ofit.

The cutting ofscoops into an upper ditch fill carries
resonances from elsewhere, most locally Sigwells
Trench VI (Leach & Tabor 1994). There, the fills
of scoops cut into the upper fill of a barrow ring
ditch were ashy, and included baked clay, in that
case cylindrical loomweights. The scoop-fills at
Crissells Green were charcoal rich and one (FOOl,
Figure 3.41) included perforated pieces of baked
clay.It is possiblethatthis circularditch alsobelongs
to a barrow which was re-used in the Late Bronze
Age or Early Iron Age. But whereas the Sigwells
barrow was placedat the top ofa scarp the situation
at CrissellsGreen(seethe description above)would
be unusual for a barrow and more akin to that ofa
benge, However,in the lightofthe ceramicanalysis
it would seem that this is an example of a very
substantial ditch encirclingan Early to MiddleIron
Age structure, possibly related to the field system
to its south.

Phase I Defined by cutting and filling of F005/
006.

South Cadbury Environs Project
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Figure 3.38. Crissells Green 2002. Trench I site plan after excavation
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Phase2 Thecutting of the box-profiledditch(F004)
and its initial filling by erosion. Charred material

. dumped locally (1019)onthelower fill. EarlyMiddle
Iron Age.

Phase 3 Probable slow upper filling of the ditch.

Phase 4 The cutting of post holesand scoopsinto
the upperfillof theditch,possiblyMiddle IronAge.

Phase 5 IronAgeand Romano-Britishagricultural
activity.

Phase 6 Sealing of the previous phases by
successive hillwashes. Modern agriculture.

CasdeFann,SoutbCadbwy: Excavatioos2003

John Davey

Introduction

In September 2003 a small 3m x 3m trench was
opened at Castle Farm, South Cadbury, in a
paddock adjacent to Church Lane, south of the
farmhouse and north of Cadbury Castle car park
(Figure 3.42). Previous excavations had been
conductedat Castle Farm in the fieldto the east of
the paddock and car park in 1996 in advanceof a
new bam construction (Leach & Tabor, 1996, 9
12)andin 1998underthedirection of PaulJohnson
(R. Tabor, pers. Comm). Both of the earlier
excavationsuncovered tantalisingevidence for the
sub-Roman and early Saxon occupationof South
Cadbury village. In 1996 a late Romano-British
midden, sealed by a cobbled surface and cut by a
stone and clay ovens, was excavated (Leach &
Tabor, 1996, II). In 1998an 8'"century Saxoncoin
was found,oneofoulythree in Somerset (R. Tabor,
pers. comm.). The area of the Romano-British
settlement can be extended when excavations at
SaxonsHillcottagearetakenintoaccount(Laidlaw,
1997),placingCastleFarmwithinitsnorthern most
limit. Furthermore, geophysical survey in fields
knownas Biackiandsand Moor havedemonstrated
that a substantial Romano-Britishsettlement existed
south of Castle Farm consisting of rectilinear
enclosures and buildings with a longaxis aligned
approximatelyN-S (Tabor, 2002, 107-119). This
alignment approximately follows that ofthemodern
Church Lane. Theearlier Castle Farm excavations
were locatedeast, and downslope ofa N-S aligned
Iynchet, thought at the time to be an old field
boundary. It wasfelt thatthe post-Romanand early
medieval archaeology might have been truncated
in the area of the 1996 and 1998 excavations by
agricultural erosion downslope of this Iynchet.
Conversely, the uppermost stratigraphical
sequences were likely to have been preserved up
slope of the lynchet by the accumulation of soil
against the putativefieldboundary. For this reason
it was considered that a small excavation, withthe
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express purpose of uncoveringevidence for Post
Romanand Saxonoccupationof thevillage, should
be locatedup slopefrom the lynchet. This location
would providethe best opportunityfor recovering
a more complete archaeological sequence. It has
subsequently become clear, through the further
studyof air photographsand geophysical surveys,
that the aforementioned Iynchet actuallyrepresents
the former course of the main road through the
village. It seems likely that this road is Romano
Britishor earlier in origin (Figure 3.42). This may
have implications for the site taphonomy and may
help to explain differences in the ceramic
assemblages from above and belowthis road (see
Gerrard, below). For example, it may be that the
relatively small sherd size of the 2003 assemblage,
can be explained by their deposition through
colluvial processes. Conversely, the assemblage
downslope of the Iynchet is more likely to be in
situ.

This interimreport provides only a brief summary
ofthe2003excavation at CastleFarm.It is intended
that a full synthesis of all previous excavations at
Castle Farm, including this, be completed in the
near future for submissionto PSANHS.

The Excavation

The turfand topsoil was removedby hand in a 3m
square. The top and subsoil (1001 & 1002) were
bothverydark brownlblacksandy loamcontaining
frequent RB pottery and modern rubbish.
Subsequent layerswerealsoverydarkbrown/black
sandy loam soils making distinguishing between
contexts verydifficult. However, below 1002a layer
containing frequent flecks of degraded gravelly
limestone heralded new contexts 1003 and 1004
containing exclusively Saxo-Norman and RB
pottery. Into this were cut 2 relatively modern
features; FO12 was a modernceramicpipe trench;
and FOOl was a large truncated 'U' shaped ditch
aligned N-S and terminating within the trench.
Although the majority of the pottery fromthe fills
ofFOOI (1005& 1006)wasRomano-British, a few'" ..sherdsof 13 -14 centurycoarseware suggestthat
this ditch is late medieval or later in origin. The
alignment is similarto that of the east hedgeofthe
paddockand may represent an old field boundary
ditch(Figure 3.43).

The Saxo-Norman layer (1004) sealed an E-W
aligned ditch (F007) that in turn contained
exclusively Romano-British pottery. This was a
multiphase ditch, the primary and secondary fills
(1017 & 1015) being cut by a later vertical sided
rubble filleddrain along the same alignment. This
rubblefill(1016)didnotextendalongthe full length
ofF007 andmayrepresent an attempttomove water
more rapidly away from the immediate vicinity of
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Figure 3.42. Castle Farm 2003. Location of Trench 1
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the Roman road mentioned above. On top of the
rubble fill were placed at least three bovine
mandibles two of which were excavated in situ
(Figures 3.43 & 3.44) and the other seen only in
section(Figure3.45). The deliberate deposition of
bovine mandibles in cut features (particularly at
ditchtermini) is a ritualpracticeknown intheSouth
Cadburyarea fromat leasttheBronzeAge(Tabor,
2002,74-5 & 78-9, for example). At CastleFarm
not only those found in F007, but also in F009
(below), are located at the termini of drains or
ditchessuggesting that thispracticecontinued until
at least the lateRomano-British period. Therubble
fill (l016) of the re-cutdrain was topped by a soft
dark brownclay-silt (1 030).Generally theceramics
fromF007suggest a 3'"century dateforthis feature,
however, the vast majority of the sherds recovered
from it were undatable denuded sherds of Black
Burnishedware. It is entirely conceivable that the
few dated 3'" century sherds are residual. This is
important in thelightofa particular sherdrecovered
from 1015 (the secondary fill of the original ditch
cut). James Gerrard has identified this as possibly
being an example of BB oxidised orange variant
fabric Q I 07. This fabric, recorded during
excavations at the Dorchester by-pass, contains
abundant subangular quartzgritswithfrequent groi
and rare limestone temper and dates from the 5
centuryAD (seeGerrardbelow). It is possible then
that this feature is post-Roman, it is perpendicnlar
to the road and may havefunctioned as a property
or fieldboundary.

F007 wascut intolayer1007 containing 3'"century
pottery. 1007 was also relatively stony and
contained frequent cattle bones and iron slag
towards the base. The iron slag musthavederived
from 1008 below, however, the closeproximity of
3 conjoining sherds (broken inantiquity) inthis layer
suggests that it was relatively undisturbed. Tbe
~lication is that 1008 had beentruncated in the
2 or 3'"century at which time1007wasdeposited.
1008mayhavebuiltupduring a pastoral (probably
dairy) phase onlyto be truncatedduring an arable
interludeinwhich 1007 wasdeposited. Five severely
truncatedpostholes werecut into1008: FOO2, F003,
F004, F005 & F006 (Figure 3.46). It was not
possible to discern any pattern to their spatial
distribution and they may be only broadly
contemporary. However, they were probably
associatedwith animal husbandry.

Below1008wasa patchy greenish brown clayloam
(I 014) into which were cut two well formed
postholes (FOIO & FOIl, Figure 347) and a large
N-S aligned ditch(F009, Figure3.48)(Figures 3.46
& 3.47). The postholes seemto be connected with
iron working because large 'buns' of slag were
found withintheir fills and on the surfaceof 1014
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around them. These circular lenses of slag were
. probably formed at the base of iron smithing
. hearths. However, the fact that no other direct
evidence of smithing was recovered suggests that
they have merely beenreused as postholepacking
(GerryMcDonnell, pers. comm.). Nevertheless, the
fact that so many were available for this purpose
suggests that smithing took place in the close
vicinity. Thepostholes mayalso beassociatedwith
the ditch (F009) because slag 'buns' were also
foundinthe lowerfills of this feature. Thepostholes
may have been part of a simplestructure located
within an enclosure formed by the ditch. These
features are probably contemporary with the
smithing activity because the lenses of slag were
to hand,and notdisposedof. The ditchitselfseems
to terminate within the trench and follows the
alignment of the Roman road. Another bovine
mandible had been carefully placed at the bottom
of the ditch, at its terminal end. This was in
conjunction with a large lump of limestone and
calciteburnt to a red hue, a lumpofyellow oolitic
limestone, various sherds of pottery(black),and a
'bun' of ironslag(figure6). This structureddeposit
suggests that the juxtaposition of colours and
different types of material may have held some
significance in any ritual associated with the
deposition of bovine mandibles. The pottery fromn'features F009-I1 suggests a 2 century date for
iron working on this site.

A sondage was dug into 1014to try and ascertain
the depth of this greenishclay layer. It was up to
0.35mthickand lay on top ofa limegreenclaysilt
layer (l021). Although there was the potential for
further archaeology predatingthe 2

n
• centuryAD,

this was beyond the remitofthe excavation, which
was designed to elucidateour knowledge of post
Roman SouthCadbury. At this pointthetrenchwas
closed.

Discussion

Previousworkin thevillageof SouthCadburyhad
revealed evidence for a substantialRomano-British
settlement stretchingfrom the Church in the north
to fields known as Blacklands and Moor in the
south. Earlier excavations at Castle Farm had
demonstrated that settlement in the immediate
vicinity, throughout theRomano-British period,had
resulted in the creation of a midden under the
locationof a new bam. Occupationcontinued into
the 4" centuryand maybebeyond withthe creation
of a cobble surface atop the midden and a stone
lined oven.

The2003excavations haveextendedour knowledge
of the settlement at Castle Fann. We now know
that,duringthe 2

nd
century, ironworking tookplace

closeto orwithin an enclosurewestofaN-S aligned

South Cadbury Environs Project
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road, almost opposite the position of the midden
excavated in 1996.A substantialditchran alongside
the road. This was stillvisibleas a slightdepression
when the area revertedto pasture in the early part
of the 3" century. Later in this century the field
was converted to arable production and a plough
soil developed. Possibly as late as the 5'" century
this field was subdivided andthedrainageimproved
adjacentto the still functioningN-S aligned road.

Nevertheless, there are important questions that
remain unanswered. Although the nature of the
early Romano-British settlement is becoming
clearer (for example we now know that
metalworking was conducted on the site and we
have a better idea of the layout of the settlement)
we still do not know the true nature of the post
Romansite. Wecannot say for certain if thevillage
settlement is abandoned wholesale in favour of the
hillfor! in the middleofthe 5'"century, or if the two
co-existed for a period of time. The fact that the
road may continue in use beyond the 5'" century
doesnot necessarily help in this respect. The 2003
excavation merely informsus that this site reverted
to pasture with episodesof arable cultivationfrom..
the 3 century onwards.

Unfortunately our understanding ofRomano-British
ceramics in the SW does not allow for a greater
refinement ofthe date of the putative post-Roman
ditch (FOO?). James Gerrard explores this further
below. The possibilityofobtainingfunding inorder
to radiocarbondate bonesamples fromthis ditchis
beingconsidered.

The Romano-British pottery

JamesGerrard

Introduction

This section deals only with the Romano-British
pottery evidence. However, it does use this data in

an attemptto discusswiderissuesofsite formation
.processes.

The Pot

The excavations of 2003 yielded six hundred and
two sherds of Romano-British pottery weighing
3.658kg. Theentireassemblagewas examinedand
eachsherd was recordedindividually in an Access
2000 database (a copy of this database is lodged
with JohnDavey in the archive). Black Burnished
forms are described withreferenceto Seager-Smith
and Davies (1993) typologyand fabrics are given
SCEPcodes(Tabor2002). The modestassemblage
froma small trench compares poorly with the vast
quantities of material recovered in 1996 and 1998.
Its importance lies in the fact that pottery was the
onlymaterial cultureavailablefromthe 2003 season
thatcouldprovide datesfor the sequence ofdeposits
on the site.

As would be expected from a site in southern
Somerset (Allen and Fulford 1996) the vast bulk
of the pottery could be described as 'Black
Burnished Wares'. Withinthis broad category two
fabric divisions were noted (Table 3.1). The first
was the ubiquitous south-eastDorset or Wareham!
PooleHarbourBBI fabric.This materialaccounted
for some two thirds of the assemblage by both
weight andsherdcount(SCEPRT 3.I). The second
Black Burnished fabric conformed to the fabric
description publishedat GreyhoundYard (Seager
Smith and Davies 1993: 249) for the so-called
BBlb. ThisvariantBBI fabric is synonymous with
the South-Western BB I identified at Exeter
(Holbrook and Bidwell 1991: 91-94) (SCEP RT
3.2). TheSouth-Western BBI accounts for a much
smaller proportion of the assemblage when
comparedto itsDorsetcounterpart.Greywares(RT
4) also formed a sizeable group within the
assemblage. However, given the difficulties in

Weiglt (gms) Smdcoml

Otber 4]( 2,

Gy(Kf4) 45\ 90

Ox Org (Rf 11) 11' 11

S (Rf I) 6: It

NF (Rf?) 4( I

OXCC(Rf6) 2 I

BBtb (Rf32) 2% 3'

BBI (Rf3.1) 2243 40'

Table3.1. CastleFann 2003, Ranano-BritishpoIteIylil1rics
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distinguishing greyware fabrics it wasunprofitable
to subdivided this groupfurther in the limited time
available. After greywares a miscellaneous group
of semi-fme oxidized orange material wasidentified
(RTl1). Fine wares were represented by small
quantities of terra sigillatta or Samian (SCEP
RTl), including decorated and plain sherds, and
lateRoman material fromthe Oxfordshirekilns(RT
6) and the New Forest (RT 7). A single sherd of
Dressel 20 amphora (RT 2) is worthy of somenote.
Amphora are unusual finds on rural sites (Evans
2001: Fig 11)and Jerry Evans (pers. comm.) has
questioned whether their presence on such sites
reflects theconsumption of their contents or the re
useofa 'handy' largecontainer. Ifamphoraesherds
arepresentinanysignificant quantities intheother

. Castle Farm assemblages then it may have some
significance for the status of the Romano-British
settlement at South Cadbury (Evans 2001).

Dating

Itwashoped thatthe2003excavation mightprovide
a glimpse of late and post-Roman activity similar
to that uncovered during 1996 and 1998. In the
absence of coinageor other datableartefacts and
radiocarbon determinations the pottery is critical
in establishing a date for the sequence of deposits
excavated at Castle Farm.

The role of the pottery assemblage in dating the
CastleFarm sequence is not as straightforward as
onemightwishfor. The average sherd size is very
small(mean weight6.078g)andthis minimizes the
chances ofidentifying diagnostic vesselfragments.
Of the diagnostic vessel sherds present few are of
any use in dating. Only two sherdsof late Roman
drop flangeBlack Burnished bowls (WA25) were
recovered Bothof thesewerefromstratigraphically
highcontexts (1003and 1004)that produced Saxo
Normanpottery (Davey this volume). Oxfordand
New Forest wares appear first in small quantities
incontext1008. Theappearanceof thesefabrics is
usually datedto the second halfof the thirdcentury
(Fulford 1975, Young 1977). However, Vivian
Swan(pers. comm.) has suggested thatNewForest
products mayfirst appear intheearlythirdcentury.
Thiswouldgivea terminus post quem of c.AD225
for the layers above 1008. This date may receive
someextra support fromthe material in Feature9
sealed by 1008. This includes first and second
century Black Burnished forms (WA I, 7 and 8)
andFabricBBlb (SCEPRT3.2). As BBlb becomes
increasingly rare after AD200 this may help to
confirm an earlythird century terminus post quem
for context1008.

Cutting context 1008 were a series of features
(Features 2-6). One of these, a small posthole
contained an indented beaker sherd in a very soft
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pink fabric. This sherd may be an import(?) and
thevessel form would suggest a second century date.
Given thefragility of thissherd it cannothavebeen
subject to many taphonomic processes. It may be
thatthis second century heirloom wasbroken during
the decades after AD200 and incorporated intothe
posthole soon after breakage.

If the argument that 1008probablyformed during
theearlythirdcenturystandsthencontexts sealing
Features 2-6, notably 1007 must fall later in the
sequence. This wouldplace 1007 in the late third
or fourth century. The pottery from this layer
included OxfordandNewForestwaresandlargely
undiagnostic BlackBurnished sherds. Cutting 1007
wasa ditch labelled F007. Thisfeaturecontained a
coherent group ofRomano-Britishpotteryincluding
theoccasional OxfordandNewForestwaresherd.
However, theupperfill ofthis feature (1015)yielded
a single fragment of what might be an oxidised,
variant WarehamlPoole Harbour fabric. First
identified at Greyhound Yard as Fabric31(Seager
Smith and Davies 1993: 249) its appearance has
also beennoted at Alington Avenue (Seager Smith
2002) and described on the Western Link Road
around Dorchester as Fabric QI07 (Seager Smith
1997). Usually described as an orange, wipedand
moderately shale tempered fabric it is actual1y an
extremely heterogeneous fabric type. The sherdin
question contains subangular quartzgrains, grogand
limestone and could be an extreme example of
Q107.Ifit isQ107thenSeagerSmith has suggested
that this fabric represents "the degeneration of the
WarehamlPoole Harbour industry" (Seager-Smith
1997: 229)inthelater fourth or fifth century. Thus
it couldbetakento givean extremely'late' Roman
datefor the fill of F007.

Before the 'late' interpretation ofF007 is accepted
a word of warning should be noted. QI 07 is at
present virtually unknown outsideof Dorset. It is
notpresent in lategroupsat Catsgore, Bradley Hill,
Lufton, or Bath and it may be represented at
Lamyatt Beacon by only two sherds (Gerrard in
prep.). When it does occur in Dorset it usually
occursinreasonable quantities. Theappearance of
a single sherd ina latecontext at CastleFarmshould
notbegiven toomuchimportance therefore. It may
just be over eager identification by myself. 'One
swallow' as the saying goes 'does not make a
summer'.

Discussion

The CastleFarm assemblage at first glance looks
like a remarkably uninspiring group of material.
Sherdsize is low, there are few diagnostic sherds
or intrinsically interesting pieces. However, on
closer inspection it becomes apparent that this
group of material does have some importance. ill
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Conte:xtwmber Mean sherd weight (grm)

1001, 1002 3.95

1003, 1004 421

1007 6.73

1008 6.9

1014, 1018 6.57

Table 3.2. Mean sherdweights for potteryinselectedcontextsal CastleFarm 2003.

contrast to the 1996 and 1998excavations nearby
diagnostically late Roman Black Burnished ware
was virtually absent. Onlytwo WA25 sherds were
recovered. This compares with over thirty such
sherds of a similar sizefroma smallerassemblage
in Late Roman deposits at Complex 3, Catsgore
(personalobservation). OvereightyWA 25 sherds
were identified in a study of Late Roman material
fromthefourthcentury siteofBradley Hill(personal
observation). Clearly the absence of late Roman
Black Burnished ware is a facet of site function.
TheCastleFarm 2003excavation didnotencounter
any deposits containing large quantities of fourth
century rubbish. This shouldoccasionno surprise
as an extensiveRomano-British midden sequence
was sampled east of the 2003 trench in 1996
(althougha brief examination ofthe material from
the 1996 excavations suggested a low proportion
offlanged bowls (WA 25) in that assemblage too).

A detailed study of the 2003 material reveals that
there seemsto be a high level of residuality in this
potteryassemblage. LateRoman(post-AD250) and
later layers were certainly dug but much of the
pottery in those layers seems (unsurprisingly) to
have been of an earlierdate. Samian,for instance,
was present right the way through the sequence.
Equally significantis the evidence of sherdweight.

, The contexts in Table3.2 havebeenamalgamated
and then arranged into stratigraphic order. The
earliest contextshavea meansherdweightofover
6.5g while later contexts weigh4-5g. There is, of
course, no clear link between residuality and
decreasing sherdweight (Bradley andFulford1980,
Evans and Millett 1992).However, the decrease in
sherd weight can be seen as representing the
reworking andre-deposition ofsediments containing
this pottery and its subsequent abrasion (pollard
2000). This is what onemightexpect of plough or
garden soils.

Conclusions

The Castle Farm excavation investigated a
sequence the earliest deposits of which were
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probably of second century date. Later Roman
deposits probably contained a large quantity of
residual finds and there were no obvious signs of
late fourth/early fifth century Black Burnished
ware (Gerrard 2004). Indeed, the only hintof such
activity was provided by the ?Q I 07 sherd from
F007. The stratigraphic sequence on this site may
be extended but the Romano-British pottery
provides only the barest hint of this. If it were not
for the Saxo-Normansherds onecouldbe forgiven
for placing the entire sequence up to 1002 in the
Later Roman period. In short radiocarbon dates
for this site, in particular F007 wouldbe extremely
useful. Finally, it may be that the importance of
these excavations will ultimately be as an aid to
interpretations of deposit formation processes
elsewhere on the Castle Farm 'site'.

The west approach

Richard Tabor

During the brief windowof opportunity following
harvest in 2002 we were able to complete the
programme of shovel and test pitting at Milsoms
Comer. At various periods, from the late Spring
until late Autumn, the full programme of
geophysical survey, test and shovel pitting was
startedand completed in locality 1a, withadditional
geophysical coverage of Englands, the first field
west of Milsoms Corner along the Weston
Bampfylderidge. In the earlierpart of2003 survey
work was carried out in fields set back from the
north side of the river Cam. After the training
excavation work progressed to first the south of
HenshallBrook(Henshell), thento its northand up
onto the west end of the Weston Bampfylde ridge
between the two water courses. It had been
anticipatedthat thesoils in thewest wouldbeclayey
and difficult, but conditions weremademuchworse
bythe exceptionally dry summer andearly Autumn.
Consequently, we were compelled to abandon
shovel pitting and to implement a programme of
additional test pits at an averageoftwoextra square
metres per hectare.

South Cadbury Environs Project
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Figure 3.49. Manor Field. Weston Barnpfylde. Gradiometer plot showing ridge and furrow and enclosure

Figure 3.50. North Field. Weston Bampfylde. TP 36 1167 11541 1.5. south-fa cing section
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Figure 3.5 1. Lick Hills. Spark ford. Gradiometer plot showing ridge and furrow and Medieval enclosures .
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Figure 3.52 . Middle Mead, Weston Bamp fyl de.
TP 360740 124480. showing a bovine mandible
deposited under stones in dark silts filling a
meandering paleochannel .
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Figure 3.53. Ley Ground, Weston Bampfylde. lP 360668124743 plan, afterexcavation
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Figure3.54. Worthy, Weston Bampfy1de. TP360950 124689, plan afterexcavation smwingprobableRomano-British ditch
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Figure 3.56. Worthy. Weston Bampfylde. Gradiometer plot extrapolating linear features from test pits (Figures 3.54 & 3.55)
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The Weston Bampfylde ridge shows little sign of
. intensive activityoverlongperiods. At its westend
test pits produceda smattering of BronzeAge lind
Medieval pottery, and ridge and furrow with
possible signs of settlement of the latter period in
Manor Field (Figure 3.49). Otherwise a dense
scatterofceramics inNineAcres proved to emanate
from a Romano-British industrial area (see below,
Figure 4.7) whichappears to overlie earlier track
ordroveways.Adjacent to oneofthese,inEnglands,
is a possible roundhouse.A similarpattern oflow
potterydistributions beforetheMedieval periodwas
observed infields (ThirteenAcres, GreatBlacklands
and Great Woolfester) set backfrom the north side
of the Cam on the south side of Sparkford.
However, in fields immediately adjacentto theriver
periods of more intensive activity were revealed.
The flat alluvium, in placesover at least 2 metres
deep,sealeda waterlogged depositassociatedwith
Trevisker-related pottery and an abundance of
coarseflintflakes (Figure3.50).Furthernorthwest
at Lick Hills, on a low river cliff overlooking the
Cam, geophysical survey (Figure 3.51)
complemented recorded earthworks to reveal a
settlement of possibleSaxo-Norman foundation to
judge by the pottery.

Test pits bottoming on alluvial gravels in Middle
Mead, immediately north of Henshall Brook and
belowthe west end of the Weston Bamfylde ridge
produced a notableincreasein retouched flint, but
thebigsurpriseinthe northofthat field wasa bovine
mandibledeposited undera large, angular slab of
lias limestone (Figure 3.52) in the silts of a
meandering paleochannel. Unfortunately there was
no closely associated dating evidence, although a
very small piece of Samianoccurred in the higher
part of the samecontext. Isolated mandible deposits
are known from Middle and Late Bronze Age
ditchesat Milsoms Comer andSigwells so it seems
probable that this deposit is ofsimilar or possibly
Iron Age date.

Worthy, a field overlooking the east of Middle
Mead, is sitedmainlyon unyielding lias clays, but
there is a band of pleistocene gravel on the top the
ridge whichextends into Ley Ground. Both fields
revealedpositivelinearmagnetic anomalies which
test pits proved to be ditches. No dating evidence
was found with the cut features in Ley Ground
(Figure 3.53) but we were a great deal more
fortunate in Worthy where targeted TPs revealed
BronzeAge,Romano-Britishand particularlyIron
Age activity. Targeted 3 x I m TP 360950 124689
successfully located a truncated V-profiled ditch
(Figure 3.54, FOO I) which included probably
Romano-British pottery, but nothing later. It cut a
curvilinear anomaly which proved to be natural
(context 005). Further west TP 360842 124667

South Cadbury Environs Project

targeted the convergence of several linear and
curvilinear anomalies (Figure 3.55). There the
earliest feature, F005,probably thearc intermittent1y
disrupted by ridge and furrow (parallel negative
1inearanomalies covering muchofthe plot)inFigure
3.56 is cut by a roughly east west linear ditch
(F004).Bothhadfewfinds insoilswithloworganic
content. The linear ditch (F004) was cut by the
much more substantial north west to south east
linear F003 which received a TPQ from shell
tempered pottery of Middle Iron Age, including a
PBI (fitting a rim sherdfromtheupperfillofFOO2)
and a BS5.1 base This bad in torn beencut by the
much smaller ditch, F002, which produced the
greater part of the rim and upper body of later
Middle Iron Age shell tempered decorated BD5
bowl(Figure 3.57), as wellas PAl and PBI pots.
The BD5 bowl is highly likely to have been a
deliberateclosuredepositof similarto Ist century
AD examples observed in ditches at Milsoms
Comer and Sigwells. A LateBronzeAgejar placed
upright in a pit dug intothe uppermost fills of the
MiddleBronzeAgeenclosurefrom which a shield
was recovered (Coles etal. 1999)maybean earlier
instance of the same tradition. Ditches F002 and
F003 represent two phases of Middle Iron Age
activity and a ditch with an approximately similar
orientation twentymetres furtherwestofF003 may
be roughly contemporary or earlier. TP 360800
124700 encroached on its west side, but no fmds
were recovered.

The south zone

There was no further geophysical survey in this
zone,but shoveland test pittingwas carriedout in
the orchards and fields immediately under the
hillfort (Martins Leaze, Allotments, The Croft) in
AprilandMay 2002. Thebeautifulappleblossoms
in a setting below the south west gate and the
glorious spring weatherwere our best rewards.

From the periphery 2.L '\ '>'f
'Z.'L"I~.

Gradiometer Survey and Excavations at
Englands, Charlton Horethorne 2003

Initial inspection

Giles Cooper

Following the receipt of information from David
and Roger Yeomans of Holway Farm, Sandford
Orcas, a field farmed by them near Charlton
Horethomewas inspected in the springof2001. It
was apparent that there were signs of Romano
British occupationin part ofthe field.



Romano-British sites in the vicinity

The Somerset SMR records the discovery of
Roman material at the following locations in the
neighbourhood:

ST 6750 2484. A Seliqua ofValens (AD 364-378).
ST 666 242 Possible Roman Earthworks
representing the remains of a settlement. ST 6635
2420 Crop marks indicating an enclosure, possibly
Roman. ST 6731 2430 Sherds ofRomano-British
pottery were found by Mr. C. E. Bean. He also
noticed walling and gravel floors. ( This may refer
to the site which is the subject of this report. The
map reference given would then be inaccurate since
it refers to another part of the field.)

The site

A site inspection revealed the probable remains of
three structures, identified by slightly raised
mounds, heavily eroded by the plough. Here there
were scatters of Romano-British pottery and
building material. A slight depression between two
mounds may indicate the line ofa hollow way. The
location ofthe site is at ST6735 2445 in an exposed
slightly NNE facing open field at an altitude of
approximately 175m.

Thefinds

During subsequent site visits the following items
were collected for washing to enable the site to be
dated:

Coin: During field walking, an Antoninianus of
Claudius II (AD 268-270 ) with Victory on the
reverse, was found. It is now lodged with Taunton
Museum. (See note below regarding coins found
previously.)

Fine wares:

Samian Ware and Red Colour-Coated Wares: Three
small sherds were collected. All are seriously
abraded. A preliminary inspection suggests that two

. fragments may be East Gaulish products (ARG SA
and TRi SA which might suggest dates between
ADI50 and AD260). The third sherd may be
Oxfordshire Red Slipped ware (OXF RS which
could be dated between AD 240 and AD400.) New
Forest Ware: Justone sherdwas found. This appears
to be part ofa Fulford 27 Folded Beaker withwhite
barhotined leafdecoration ( AD260-AD370).

Coarse Wares:

Black Burnished Ware. Most of the pottery was
likely to have been produced either in the Wareham
area or locally. All the pottery was undecorated.
The following rim types were represented:

Dropped Flange Rims: Five examples were found
and are similar to the mid 3rd and late 4th century.
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Examples from Greyhound Yard, Dorchester.
Everted Rims: 4 examples were found but these

. will be difficult to date. Plain Rim: One plain rim
and wall ofa straight sided dish ofthe "Dog Dish"
type was found . These dishes were popular from
the late Ist century AD onwards. In addition, several
flat base sherds were found, some no doubt from
the "Dog Dish" pots mentioned above. A much
abraded , thick, pedestal base sherd was also
collected. This was partially oxidised at the foot.
Remaining sherds were all portions ofthe walls of
vessels. None were decorated.

Grey Wares:

Two sherds of light grey pottery were recovered.
Their source is uncertain.

Orange/Buff Ware:

One Dropped Flange sherd ofoxidised pottery with
a light grey core was found. This may represent a
piece of thin walled mortarium possibly from
Shepton Mallet.

Building Materials:

Roofing Slates: Numerous pieces of Lias roofing
slate are scattered over the site. Masonry: Blocks
ofstoneclearly derived from walls have mostly been
collected by the farmers and deposited by the gate
to the field. Smaller pieces are scattered over the
site. Pieces ofbrick or tile are almost absent.

Previous coin finds:

Three coins found in the field by Mr Robert Marsh
with a metal detector were inspected by Ciorstaidh
Hayward Trevarthen and identified as:

a. A base silver Radiate (Antoninianus) of
Victorinus AD269 - 271. b. A base silver Radiate
(AntoninianusofTetricus AD271- 274. c. A copper
alloy (AE3) of the house of Constantine AD307
361. This coin was minted at Trier and on the
reverse has two victories with wreaths. The
inscription on thereverse reads: [VICTORl)AE DD
AVG [QNN].

Conclusion

The evidence set out above suggests that a small
Romano-British farmstead was located on this
hilltop. It was probably one of a network of small
settlements in the area.Without excavation, it would
have been be difficult to date the site with any
accuracy. However, the excavated finds suggest
occupation during the 3rd and 4th centuries AD.

Reports offinds in the area, noted on the Somerset
SMR, indicate the need for a thorough survey
covering previously reported sites and also places
where old field names suggest the possibility of
ancient sites having been noted by farmers over

South Cadbury Environs Project



the years.

Introduction

John Davey

Following on from the field examination carried out
by Giles Cooper (above), it was considered that
the earthworks at Englands might provide an
important example of continuity of settlement site
from the Romano-British into the middle Saxon
period. The reasoning for this stems from the field
name 'Englands', generally accepted to derive from
'inlands', that is, fields fanned intensively and
situated close to settlement. The field Englands in
Charlton Horethorne is located on the modern
boundary between Charlton Horethorne, North
Cheriton and Horsington parishes, on top of a
watershed above the western slopes of the
Blackmore Vale. It is possibly as far from modern
settlement as it could be in this area. The nearest
settlement is Ikm to the NE at Clare Farm and the
village ofCharlton Horethorne is l.5km to the SW.
The name Englands, therefore, must refer to the
Romano-British settlement outlined by Giles
Cooper above. Furthermore, 'inlands' as a field
name must be Saxon in origin at the very earliest.
This implies that a settlement was still in existence
on the site at the beginning ofthe late Saxon period.
Considering that the author's particular research
focus is the Roman to Medieval transition in the
South Cadbury Environs, it was considered that a
gradiometer survey of the site would be of
considerable benefit.

Gradiometer Survey l.11St\:
The gradiometer survey was carried out using a
Bartington Grad60I-2 dual sensor gradiometer.
The survey was conducted entirely by the author
during July 2003. The results of the gradiometer
survey are displayed in Figure 3.58. It is clear from
the survey that a considerable settlement existed
on both sides of a holloway consisting of at least
three buildings through at least three separate
phases. The holloway itself is aligned on a section
of the main road from Sherborne to Wmcanton.
This alignment in turn follows that ofmodern fields
throughout CharltonHorethorne, Sherborne and the
western slopes of the Blackmore Vale. The
settlement is also laid out on similar alignments and
dating the settlement provides a TPQ for the
extensive co-axial field system. Other anomalies
in the survey are aligned on the Charlton
Horethorne parish boundary and modern field
boundaries in the immediate vicinity.

However, the morphology ofthe settlement, at least
in its major phases, appears Romano-British rather
than post-Roman or Saxon. It was considered that
earthworks in a neighbouring field to the east, also
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called Englands, might provide a clue to the location
of the Saxon settlement. To this end Dr. Richard
Wykes ofthe University ofBristol, assisted by the
author and Sarah Reeves, carried out an earthwork
survey ofthe field (Figure 3.59). However, although
enclosures could be recognised on a similar
alignment to those revealed through geophysical
survey, permission was not granted to excavate in
this field. It was felt, therefore, that in order to
demonstrate whether the settlement continued into
the Saxon period, sample excavation of the
geophysical anomalies would be necessary.

Excavation

Two trenches were opened up in early September
2003 (Figure 3.60). Trench I was located at .the
junction of two linear anomalies, the first being
associated with one of the main settlement phases
and the other with a group of alignments running
diagonally N-S across the settlement. Trench 2 was
located at the junction of the continuation of the
first anomaly in Trench I above and another linear
anomaly associated with another major settlement
phase. Ideally the trenches would have been
posit!oned w~ere house platforms were already
identified, This would be the prime location for
uncovering evidence ofwhat happened to the highly
organised settlement at the end of the Romano
British period. It is possible that evidence for
'squatter' settlement would also be found here.
However, the resources were not available to
process the level of finds expected from the
excavation of a Romano-British house. For this
reason it was decided to sample alignments
associated with particular phases which, by
association, would enable the dating of the rest of
the settlement.

However, almostthe entire assemblage ofRomano
British ceramics was badly abraded and very few
datable or diagnostic sherds were recovered. For
this reason it has not been possible to refine Giles
Cooper's assertion thatthe settlement was occupied
during the 3'" and 4" centuries other than to say
that an earlier 2

04
century phase has also been

recognised. It has also been possible to demonstrate
the stratigraphical relationship between the various
phases to enhance the settlement plan revealed
through geophysical survey. .

Trench 1 (Figures 3.61 and 3.62): The field had
been cultivated and grass drilled into it immediately
prior to the excavation The uppermost context
(100) consisted of a reddish brown san~ silt
plough,eoil containing ceramics from the )" to the
4 or 5 century AD. Notably thisincluded a black
b~hed topped flange rim that may date from
the 4 or 5 century. This loose cultivation soil lay
directly on top of FOOl, a shallow ditch
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Figure 3.58. EngIands, Charlton Horethome. Gradiometcr plot (without zero mean traverse due to grid aligllIllC..r)
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approximately 2m wide and running NW -SE. This
not only suggests that FOOl had been truncated by
ploughing.in recent times, but also that little can be
read into the shape of its shallow profile. The top
fill ofFOOI (1003), a slightly compacted grey-brown
sandy silt, also containeda blackburnished dropped
flange rim sherd of Greyhound Yard type 25
(Seager-Smith & Davis, 1993). James Gerrard has
recently established that this form wascurrent from
250-450 AD or even later (Gerrard, 2004). This
sherd suggests that the ditch FOO I may have been
still open, at least partly, as late as the 5

th
century

AD. It also seems that a small 'V'-shaped gully
(1005) had been cut into the ditch silts, and filled
again, prior to the final phase of silting.
Unfortunately no refined dating evidence was
recovered from this gully. The same is true of the
primary silt ofFOOl (1006). Nevertheless, overall
the meagre dating evidence suggests that FOO I is a
late Romano-British ditch. This provisional date is
supported by the morphology of the enclosure
system of which FOO I forms a part. This regular
rectilinear NW-SE aligned system probably makes
up part ofa planned late Romano-British settlement

FOO1 was cut into layers (1002, 1007, 1004) for
which a TPQ00'"-4

th
century AD is provided by a

single sherd of New Forest ware. Below these,
another layer (1012) contained abraded sherds
datable to onlywithin the I Sl-4th centuries. This layer
sealed an earlier ditch F003. This ditch had a
shallow flat-bottomed 'U'-shaped profile and is
aligned approximately E-W. This ditch was also
truncated prior to being sealed by 1012.
Unfortunately no datable sherds were recovered
from the fills of this ditch, or from the laJers into
which it was cut, other than generic 1"-4 century
black burnished body sherds. It can be surmised
stratigraphically however, that it predates FOO I by
a considerable amount oftime and may be the source

Sl Dd
of I -2 century sherds recovered from the plough
soil. This feature forms part ofa system of linear
anomalies cutting across the grid pattern ofthelater
settlement. They appear to be agricultural rather
than settlement boundaries and may predate the
main settlement.

Trench 2 (Figures 3.61 and 3.62): Was located at
the junction ofthe continuation ofFOO I and an E
W aligned anomaly. Being adjacent to Trench I,
the ploughsoil (200I) was identical to 100I above.
Below this was a sandy sub-soil (2002), slightly
more compact and lighter in colour. These two
laj'~ contained a mixture of 3"'-4'" century and
I -2 century pottery. A copper alloy brooch
(Figure 3.62) was recovered fromthe base of2oo2,
whilst cleaning over the top of2004 (the top fill of
F002). It is a sprung brooch with the catch plate
missing and has similarities to Colchester types or
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their derivatives recovered from the massacre
.deposits at the SW gate ofCadbury Castle (Olivier,
.2000).lt is possible that the Englands brooch dates
from the I "_2"' centuries although no direct
parallels have been found for it so far.

F002 is a small, approximately NW-SE aligned,
linear ditch or gully. It is on the same alignment as
FOOl in Trench I and is probably the continuation
of it. However, at 0.6-0.4 metres wide, it is
considerably smaller than FOOL The feature
appears to taper towards the north. This may be
because, sloping towards the south, the ditch is
higher and more truncated in the north. The
geophysical anomaly associated with this feature
certainly peters out to the north of this point. The
pottery from the fills of FO~2 ~2004, 2011, and
2012) generally suggests a 3 -4 century date for
it. However, the pottery was very abraded and a
later date is entirely possible.

F004 was a much larger ditch, up to 1.5m wide,
0.6m deep and aligned approximately NE-SW. It
clearly pre-dates F002, having been cut by it. The
profile of F004 is not entirely clear due to the fact
that the northern edge of it may not have been
found The fills ofF004 (2006-10) contained largely
1"_2

n
• century pottery, however, a single sherd of

New Forest ware, dated from the mid 3'" to late
4

th
century, may be intrusive. F004 forms part of

one of the major phases of rectilinear enclosures
associated with the planned Romano-British
settlement at Englands.

Discussion (Figure 3.63)

Although no good dating evidence for F003 in
Trench I was found, stratigraphically it is the
earliest excavated at Englands. It may be of
prehistoric origin and associated with a N-S aligned
co-axial field system. North-South aligned systems
are known at Sigwells, in the extreme west of
Charlton Horethorne parish, with a hypothetical

" n'date range from the I century BC to the 2
century AD (Tabor, 2002, 64-6). The sherds of
Black Burnished ware found within it suggest that
it was open in the I" or 2"" centuries AD. At this
time a small settlement is built, possibly replacing
an earlier 'native' settlement. This consists of a
series ofrectilinear enclosures, apparently planned,
aligned on a substantial road running NE-SW. This
system of enclosures seems to fall into disrepair
by the 3"'-4'" centuries when it is replaced by
another set of rectilinear enclosures on a similar
alignment. This later settlement appears to have
slighter earthworks although this may be a reflection
of their being higher up the stratigraphic sequence
and more vulnerable to erosion by the plough. This
final point brings us back to the place-name
'Englands' and thepredicted post-Roman and early

South Cadbury Environs Project



Figure 3.60. Englands, Charlton Horethom:. Trench locatiollS
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Saxon settlement. The presence of a single type
25 dropped flange rim in FOOl cannot be taken as
evidence for cootinuity of the settlement into the
5"'~ this sherd ~uld date to anytime from
the mid 3 to the mid 5 century. However, it has
been noted that the plough has truncated the latest
Romano-British phases. It is clear, then;[ore, that
any evidence for settlement after the 4 century
has been ploughed away.

Ultimately the programoffieldwork at Englands in
2003 has not achieved its aim of recovering

evidence for cootinuity of settlement site from the
Romano-British period inl.othemiddle Saxm period.
However, the case for continuity has not been
disproved and remains the best explanation for the
fieldname.

The fieldwork in Fnglaodshas been farfrom fruitless
however. Fieldwalking combined with geophysical
survey and sample excavatioo have revealed the
plan ofa substantial, planned, multiphase Romano
British settlement previously recorded in the SMR
as merely a find spot.

l'Ilaoc 3:
31d4th cCllllDy AI>

•

Figure 3.63. Englands, Charlton Horethome. Pbasi.ng ofgeophysical anomalies bastrl on O'cavared evidence
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4 Activity in the landscape

In the past year data has been exported from Exel
spreadsheet files to ArchView-compatible Dbase
files. All prehistoric, Medieval and Post Medieval
potteryrecovered fromtest and shovelpittingupto
December 2003 has been presented in summary
distribution points oncontoured mapssuperimposed
on magneticsurvey data plots.

The Romano-British material is in process at
present, undergoing furtherdetailed fabricanalysis.
We are aiming to establish a set ofkey diagnostic
features for coarsewares, with the particular aim
of identifying AD Ist and late 4th to early 5th
century material Consequently theplotsfortheLate
Iron Age and Early Romano-British pottery are
incomplete.

Although the following figures are incomplete
representations of results,it is likely that thegeneral
pattern will not be greatly changed with further
analysis. Wearealreadyina position to makestrong
characterisations of thedistributionofactivityover
time.

Prehistoric pottery distributions

Richard Tabor

4000 - 1700 BC

There are substantial overlaps between ceramic
fabrics for this periodand upto the MiddleBronze
Age, so someof the attributions must betentative.
An extremeexample is ofa shelltempered Neolithic
fabricrecovered duringAlcock'sexcavations which
looksremarkably likeMiddle IronAgepottery, even
after the quality of the firing has been taken into
account. On the other hand the fabric of Beaker
pottery from MilsomsCorner is distinctive. Where
the simple fabric type has been insufficient the
texture and finish of particular sherds have had a
more importantrole in diagnosis.

Aside from Cadbury Castle itself, Early Neolithic
pottery has already been recovered during the
excavations at MilsomsCorner,and Late Neolithic
pottery from Sigwells, A further five sherds from
thesurveymaybeNeolithic. It is onlywith theEarly
BronzeAgethat theevidence is sufficient to suggest
widely dispersed settlement (Figure 4.1). The full
topographic range is used, with the apparent
exception of north-facing slopes. There is some
negative evidence in favour of subsistence
practices including cultivation exemplified by the
virtual lackof potteryon heavysoils (notablyalong
the Weston Bampfylde ridge, and on Stonehill and
Henehill's the north-dipping slope, immediately
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south of Cadbury Castle). Weak, south-facing,
enclosure-shaped anomalies at the east end of
Littleton may be positiveevidence in favour.

The incidence of pottery in TPs on Sigwells
undermines the view that exposed hilltops were
avoided during the period, despite the lack of
contemporary material from Hicknoll Siait and
CadburyCastle itself. However, these sherds may
relate to funerary activity, given the relative
proximity of barrowmounds.

At least three clusters are close to ritual sites. On
Sigwells the highest density of pottery lies a little
northof thetwinbarrow. The busyarea at Milsoms
Corner is overlooked from the south east by a
Beaker-grave uncovered during the 1998
excavation. Finally, theclusterto theeast and south
east of Cadbury is roughly centredon the possible
henge in Crissells Green(see above).

The clusteron the bettersoils at thewest end of the
Weston Bampfylde ridge strongly suggests
settlement there,but the find spots on eitherside of
the Cam, to the north, show no particular pattern.
In North Fieldthis may simply bedue to a blanket
of alluvium up to 2 m deep whichhas formedsince
the BronzeAge. InLick Hills it is possiblethat the
intensity of activity at Sparkford's foundation
settlement has removed earlier traces.

Thereisa broadcorrespondence betweenthepottery
fromSPs andTPs, but the latter aregenerally more
effective.

1700-700BC

Severalofthe attributions to the earlierpart of this
periodare verystrong,based on good examplesof
form, and occasionally voluminous material from
test pits.

John Barrett has suggested that there was little
activity around Cadbury hill during the Middle
BronzeAge. Whilst there appears to have been a
certain amount of contraction of distribution the
volume of pottery greatly increases, perhaps
suggesting more intensive localised settlement,
especially within a three hundred metre radius of
the west and north of Cadbury (Figure 4.2). The
distribution inthis latterarea coincides with a group
ofvery substantialenclosureditches identified by
the magnetometer, which had previously been
assumed to be Romano-British. It is noteworthy
that theyshare broadlythe south east to north west
orientation of the earlier Bronze Age system
hypothesised for Sigwells. The greatest
concentration of pottery comprised 27 recorded
sherds(andseveral moreindeterminate), many with .
appliedcordons.

Thereappearsto be an associationbetweenpottery
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North Field
The upper fill of this large.
amorphous, thermo-remnant
anomaly occurs below around
1.5 m of alluvium and is water
logged.
Around 30 m north north east of
it is a horseshoe shaped anomaly
typical of the signature for burnt
mounds.
The test pit has been plotted 10 m
too fa r to the east.

Homeground
Here a group of roughly
sausage-shaped and more
amorphous thermo-remnant
anomalies are set on a gentle-north fac ing slope. The area
of activity extends over rough ly
30 m east to west. and 40 m
south to north.
Around 40 sherds of Middle
Bronze Age pottery were
recovered from one test pit.

Littleton Hill
TIle thermo-remnant feature
is in an area associated with a
marked increase in frequency
and density of burnt limestone.
To the west there are faint traces
of possibly contemporary fie ld
systems covering a fairly steep
south fac ing slope.
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of this period and strong dipolar anomalies or
scatters of burnt stone (Figure 4.3). Sherds from
Homeground (TP 6280 2550), on the lowernorth
slopes below Cadbury hill, were associated with
an area of strongly dipolaranomalies. These may
have been associated with prolific lumps of soft
baked clayfound belowa thick hillwash in the TP,
although thesignature would alsofit burntmounds.
There is a modern spring around 80 m east of the
anomalies butno immediateassociation withwater.

In contrast a large L-shapeddipolar anomaly, 20
m south of a horseshoe-shaped response, resulted
from burnt material in a waterlogged deposit on
the sloping edgeof a broad, flat, alluvial valley in
North Field Several substantial sherds, including
a Trevisker-style rim, wereassociatedwith a large
number of coarse struck flints. Approximately 80
emofa single15 emdeeplias slab (above, Figure
3.50)wasrevealed insection andmay haveformed
part of a platform. Despitethe presenceofpottery,
the presence of water precludes settlement in the
immediate vicinity so it likely that this space was
reserved for a particularuse.

The comparative profusion of sherds in Milsoms
Comer and Homeground may reflect an increased
reliance onpots for domestic, as opposedto ritual,
purposes ratherthan a realintensification offocused
landuse. Thus this distribution may reflect a
decrease in settlement frequency in the landscape
rather than true nucleation.

Iftheprehistoric systems are associatedwithhigher
densities it may be that an arable or mixed
agriculture was practisedvery close to settlement.
Furtherafield, at NorthFieldand Homeground, the
same population may have reserved places for
special use.

The isolated raised density in the north west of
Sigwells (TP 63375 24842) appeared to correlate
witha sub squareenclosure, the latterhasnowbeen
identified as Middle and Late Iron Age. However,
a ditchoriginally assigned totheLateRomansystem
is nowunlikely to be any later than MiddleBronze
Age, almost certainly implying that the dating of
most of the system requires a revised chronology
(Tabor & Johnson 2002, figs. 8 & 9).

Finally, a methodological problem appears to show
in the extreme sparsity of Middle Bronze Age
pottery from shovel pitting, and its absolutelackof
correspondence withthe test pit distribution.

Thesameproblem persistsin the plots for the Late
Bronze Age to Early Iron Age (Figure 4.4).
However, theTP data probably givea fairlyreliable
impression of the general distribution, showinga
high degree of continuity <in both the west and
south-east sides of Cadbury hill. The ouly major
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change appears to be the abandonment of the
specialist sites of the preceding period, perhaps
.reflecting an alteration in socialpractices.

700 BC - AD 100

The distribution in Figure 4.5 implies a radical
transformation ofthe settled landscape intheEarly
Iron Age. Sherds of this phasewerefound only in
Crissells Green TPs, the higher concentration (5
sherds) from the upper fills of a ditch which
remained open until at least the I~ century AD.
The ditchis part of an enclosure systemextending
fromTheMoor, intothewestendof Crissells Green
andcrossing Henshall Brookintothe centreofEast
Field Thesystem is likely to havehadMiddle Iron
Age or earlier origins.

Although not reflected in the survey data,
excavations at Milsoms Comer produced ample
contemporary ceramic evidence on the lowerwest
slopesofCadburyhill. Thehilltop itselfwasalready
busywithindustrial anddomestic activity inits pre
bank phaseso thatextreme nucleation is a possible
hypothesis. Alternatively, perhaps more probably,
fabricsoriginating intheLateBronze Agemayhave
had a prolonged currency, well into the Iron Age.

On balance it seems likely that the patterns reflect
a marked contraction of settlement, akin to that
attributed toMiddle IronAge Danebury andMaiden
Castle.

The CadburyMiddle IronAgewitnesses thereturn
of settlement around the hill, as well as more
disparateoutliers (Figure4.6) which tend to occur
on higher ground. Arcing ditches around a knoll
anda spurprojecting from thewestofthe Cadbury
Castle form a funnel towards the south west gate,
and several phases of tracks can be seen leading
towardsthe Weston Bampfylde ridge (Figure4.7),
wherethere is evidence for longboundaries. In the
SouthCadburyvalley (Figure 4.8) andonSigwells
small (often 0.25 ha or less) subrectangular
enclosures form the landscape of a mixed
agriculture. The evidence from either side of
Hensball Brooksuggests that this may have been
an incipient trend from the Early Iron Age, but
whether the systems hereand at Sigwells predate
theconstruction ofthe hillfort, orare contemporary
with it, remains a matterfor further fieldwork.

The 1st century AD has become an area of
particular interest overthepasttwoyears. It appears
tobea timeof intense activity, followed bya sudden
lull which may have persisted well into the 2nd
century. The striking evidence for this comes from
test pits at CrissellsGreen, Eastcombe Farm and
East Field and from the 2003 excavations at
Sigwells. Thecurrentplottingofpottery oftheperiod
is inadequate (Figure 4.9)asnearly allDorsetBlack
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Burnished ware has simply been assigned to the
Romano-British period.Giventhat muchofit came
fromcontexts whichhad severalexamplesofbead
rims, but no later rim forms it seems likely that a
significant portion of this material should be
regarded as pre-, or very early post-conquest Iron
Age.

Late Saxon, Mediaeval andPost Medieval
pottery distributions

John Davey

AD950-1200

The following diagrams represent the distribution
of dated pottery plotted against the geophysical
surveys uptoDecember 2003.Thedistribution plots
are divided into four broad periods in order to
ascertain if selected historical and archaeological
discontinuities are reflectedin thematerialevidence
recovered by SCEP. It must be stressed that the
fabric serieshas onlyrecentlybeen completedand
theinterpretation ofthe data is in theearlieststages.
It must suffice, at this point, to giveonly the most
general andcursorydescription of the distributions.

Figures4.10 & 4.1I: 950-1200AD. Giventhe fact
thatnoimported sherds fromthe 5

th
and6

th
centuries

were recovered, the late Saxon period is the most
significant period, relating to South Cadbury, for
which post-Romanpotteryhas beenrecovered. Late
Saxon pottery is distributed almost exclusively
adjacentto the medieval manors ofSparkford and
Weston Bampfylde. The lack of finds from South
Cadbury and Sutton Montis is not truly indicative
ofa lack ofsettlement. Thepaucity ofthe lateSaxon
assemblage accounts for this. It is knownthat late
Saxon settlements existed at both places.

More significant are the 2 sherds recovered from
StonehiII, duesouthof the hillfort.Theymay relate
to a geophysical anomalyat the southernend ofthe
adjacent field, HenehiIl (Figures 4.11 and4.12).This
anomaly resembles a small Roman building
morphologically. However, thestrengthofthesignal
suggests ditches rather than stone foundations. It
is possible that this represents a sub-roman vilIa
constructed using timber slots, adjacent to a late
Saxon find spot. It seems likely that a previously
unknown dispersed settlement has been located
which may have been occupied at a date earlier
than 950 AD. Unfortunately work on the Roman
pottery hasnotbeencompleted at thispoint.A smail
excavation at this location would be necessary to
establishcontinuity of settlement site here.

Two further late Saxon sherds were recovered
through fieldwaIking at East Field. Theywerefound

~

close to a complex of enclosures dated to the I
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century AD and remodelled in the 2nd century,
through the excavation of a 3 x 1 m test pit. This
small excavation produced no Saxon sherds.
However, these features are located on the top of
a slight rise between 2 small brooks. Here the
ploughsoil sat directly on top of the Roman
archaeology. It is possible that later features,
including late Saxon, have been ploughed away.
This, therefore, may have also been the site of a
dispersed settlement. Its location within the small
valleyof Eastcombe would support this theory.

The distribution pattern for the Saxo-Norman
period is very similar to that for the late Saxon.
Theonlydifference being an isolated findfromclose
to South Cadbury villageand anothersouth of the
village inthefield known as TheMoor. Geophysical
survey of this field has revealed a sequence of
occupation from the Middle Iron Age to the
Romano-British period. It seems that the modern
villageofSouthCadburyhas migratednorth from
prehistoricorigins further south.

AD 1150- 1300

Figure 4.13: 1150-1300 AD. This plot mainly
represents thedistribution of findspots of medieval
coarse ware. A significant increase in frequency
probably reflects a proliferation of vessel use as
wellas improved durability. The distribution is no
longer concentrated near the settlements but has
spread to the arable fields. There are a number of
'hot spots' that do not relate directly to nucleated
settlement. The dispersed settlement at Henehill/
Stonehill seems to continue occupation into this
period. Another' hot spot' occursat the SE comer
ofa fieldcalledScourlands inNorthCadbury. This
is close to a post-medieval mill and may indicate
the site of an earlier mill. A 'hot spot' in a field
known as Wembley today, and ChapelClose in the
19'" century is adjacentto the road between South
Cadbury villageand the wayside chapelat Chapel
Cross. Finally, most difficult to explain is a 'hot
spot' towards the east end of a large pasture field
calledCrissell's Green. This field was subdivided
into7 smallerunitson 19thcenturymaps. Someof
theseold boundaries are still visibleon the ground
as earthworks. However, the test pit which
produced these 3 sherds was located about 20m
inside one of these enclosures, on top of a large
positive terrace.

Figure 4.14: 1300-1500 AD. A number of
agricultural and settlement shifts have been
attributed to the late is" and early 14

th
centuries.

Explanations range from a climatic downturn to
the Black Death. What is clear from this late
medieval distribution plot is that if these events
affectedthe Cadbury area, the consequences were
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A

Figure 4 .1 ~ . Henehill, South Cadbury.
Distribution of Saxon and Saw-Norman
pottery and rectangular structure
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short lived. Apart from a slight proliferation, the
latemedieval distribution isalmost indistinguishable
from the earlier one. .

AD 1500 - 2000

Figure4.15: 1500-2000. Themost strikingfeature
of this final plot is the huge increase in volumeof
potteryrecovered for thepostmedieval period. This
is clearly due to an increase in the volume and
durability of ceramics in this period. The
distribution pattern,on the otherhand, may reflect
post-medieval agricultural regimes. Those fields
with almost blanketcoverage have probably been

South Cadbury EnvironsProject

manured and put under arable cultivation for a
significant amountoftime. Theseinclude Wembley,
Stonehill, Henehill, BlackIand, thewestern parts of
Crissell'sGreenandEastfield, Martin'sLeaze, The
eastern part of Milsom's Corner, Council Houses
and the northern part of Scourlands. The others,
apart from those for which data is not complete,
may have been under pasture for the best part of
the last 500 years. It is necessary to be cautiousin
this interpretation however. Without the use of
Fieldwalking in Eastfield, it would haveappeared
that this field had been largely under pasture
throughout the post-medieval period.
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5 Documentary work

John Davey

Introduction

These important documents were produced in the
late 16

th
and early 17

th
centuries. They seem to be

an attempt by the church to create a list ofholdings
and rights belonging to the vicar of each parish.
They not only record such important information
as field names and land use, but provide an
invaluable insight into village life at the end of the
medieval period. It was decided to transcribe the
documents held at Somerset Record Office
pertaining to the study area as part 'ofa field name
gathering exercise and to better understand the
medieval field systems. It was hoped that some of
the field names might retain a record of earlier
settlement, particularly post-Roman and Saxon
dispersed settlement. It was also believedthat details
concerning the number and location of common
arable fields would be recorded in the documents.

To date terriers for North and South Cadbury,
Sparkford, Queen Camel, Yarlington, Compton
Pauncefoot, Blackford, Poyntington, Sutton Montis
and Weston Bampfylde have been transcribed.

One particularly interesting example has been
reproduced below.

North Cadbury

SRODIDIRg 125/3

1626

North Cadbury in Cary Deanery within the Dioces of
Baeth and Wells

A true terior of the howses buildingsGleabes landles] and
other possesions and Rights belongingeto the rectory

And parsonage ofNorthe Cadburie in the Countye of
Somerset! and Dioces of Baeth and Wellsmade for a

, p[er]petuall

memorieto remaineackordingeto a Cannon to that effect
made in the Sinod begun at London Anno D[omi]ni 1603 as

neare after foloweth in the second yeareofthe Raigne of
our Soveraigne Lord Charles

Kingeof England ScotlandFraunce & IrelandDefender of
the faith [etc] 1626

Novemberthe vi"
We whose names ar under written Doe !inde p[re]sent and
certifie that there belongelhe 10 the reeturie or p[ar]sonage
of nortbe cadburie above

Mentioned a Dwellingehowese a bame a stable a stalle
with a L(?)aye howse ioyninge to it in the west syde of
the Dwellinge a howse which

Was called the colledgehowse' and a well bowse with
orehardsgardens and bartons containinge in the whole by
estimacinn fower Acers
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ltim three pasture grounds lyinge in the south west of the
Dwellinge howse one calledstony garden one called

-parisheand the other
calledparishemead close containinge in the whole by
esteemacion Twelve Acers !tim one close of erable land
commonlycalled Great

quarter containing by estimac[i]one Thirty Acer-1' ltim
three closes of erable and meadowe commonlye called little
quarter and wooltnoore[s]

contayning by estemacion in the whole forty Acer1 It[im]
one closeof erableground calledclare containingein the
whole by estemacion

fowerteene Acers: ltim one erable ground called ridgwaye
or Ridge close in the wbole by estimaclonTenn Acers':
ltim one closeof Laines

called Chyne containinge by estimaclon fifteene Acer1:
!tim one closeof pasture ground within the Bars of laines
lane ioyninge to

Thomas Lansons wilfords called Bennelh goore with a lane
thatleadetb toe it containingby estimacion Tenn Acers:
!tim one closeof Laine

Ground ioyninge to William haskets(?) stockmead at short
hedge called laines containingby estimacione fowerteene
Acers

!tim one close of Laine Ground called Sparkfords lane and
laines Ioyning toe Thomas Lansons wilford and

Ellis Bakers close al Sparkfords lane containing by
estimacion TwentyAcert It[im] one howse al Colford
uppon mendepe with a orchard'

And garden containing by estimacion yeard ltim al
Kilmesdone' a tenement a hawse a bartone and a barne
containingby estimacion

One acer and halfe ltim a parrake al Galla[s] aishe contain
ing by estimacion halfe an acer: ltim one acer called Brook
Acer:

!rim one Aeer of arable land at fish poole lyingeagainst my
lord Comptonsground: It[im] one Acer uppon broken
barrowe: It[im]one seer al GagI?)ame

!t[im] one acer al upper end of longemeade: It[im) three
yeards upon Ambenloune lying in mids of a close of
wimpeawes: It[im] one seer in winterwiJl:
!t[im] one seer in aich will: !trim)one Aeer in lings downe:
!t[im]one acer under Turl<eU meade hedge: It[im] one acer
al upperendof Turlde mead:
!t[imI in the west field of KiImisdone one aeer and halfe at
fox holes: ltim two seers al Cutthome: It{im] one halfe
Acer aainst hayden: It[im] one Aeer

By syde land waye: It[im) one acer against haydowne:
!t[im] halfe an aeer at haddon the east syde: It[im] halfean
seer

Uppon Tope of Haydoune: It[im] one Aoer shooting
againste haye doone meade: It{im] at Gallasaishe one Acer
and halfe : It[im] three yeards shootinge by boriors waye:
It[IJII] two Acers shootinge uppon haydoune mead on the
north syde:

!tim' in the p[ar)isheofHoleome belonginge to the same
teniment It[im] al charlton two grounds called fames
containingbyestimacion three acers: It{im] one plott of

Ground in holcomemead containingehalf a yeard: It[im]
one seer lyinge al a place calledmyles hayes: It[im) one
halfeacer lyingeunder brook Aeer

Hedge: !t[nnJonehalfe acer shootinge unto Abrahames
bars: It[im] one balfe seer al the rose(?) hedge: It[im] in the
west field al herlor hilItopp three
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Yeard at Jawrence(?) hill three~

This done by the testimony of Richard Wittecombeand
Anthony Greathead

Itim one other tenement in north cadbury with a dwellinge
howse a bame a stable and a baeksyd containing by
estimacion
One acerand a yearde: It[im) in the field of Galhampton
called sand brooke two acers: It[im] in winfer lands
between m[ister] morains ground

And John Sims of errabole land containing by estimacion
two acers It[im] ooe close in GalhamplOn quarterof Arable
land

Joyninge toe woolsone fild containing by estimacion fower
acers: It[im) one plote of Anable lande lying above smale
waye

And buttinge a gainste william Dumfords close containing
by estimacion two acers: It[im]in Brice fields" one halfe
acer liing in the

Baste field easte and weste neere Blackfordswood one
halfe acer lying in the weste field north and south neer toe
the waye

Called rodwaye ioyninge 10 compton quare close: Item
[the] siad parson is to find and p[ro]vid sufficient bulls
and boares

For the use of the p[an]sh Item how the tythes of our
p[an]sh ought to be paid in theire kind, for a cowes white
three pence, for a heiffer

The first calfe two pence, for a calfe sold(?) a penny of a
shilling, for a calfe weyned a halfe penny for alambe a half
penny under seaven our stock mead and our

lustments excepted, for w[ic]h justments we know
alwayes our rates, and for stockmead the parson haues the
temh ground

His gleahe, and for come and hay the tenthe sheefe or
cocks (ys his right) according 10 our customs witnesses

John Pytman Richard Paunsett Nicltolas Pitman John
Bames John Martin(?) Richard Bull

lames Morgan Henry Paunsett John Perry will hasket(?)

Edward Hoolhes(?) waUtans Pitman his mark JohnClother
William Day John Dumford

Ellis Baker John (?)orpe Charles(?)?

On the Reverse was written the following in a
differenthand:
This Terrier wiIhin written according to the acres therein
set downe

Wee think is a true terrier and therefor we have hereunto

Set our hands: but for the other customs in the foot thereof
we

Are not well assured ofthem and therefore we forebear to
set

Our hands unto them

Nicholas Higgs rector of north cadbury [&] the mark of
Walter Baker!

Notes

I. It has longbeen knownthat North Cadbury
had a collegeof priests.Elizabeth, the wifeofLord
Botreaux received a licence from the king to
establish a college of priests in 1417 (Collinson,
1791). This document demonstrates that it was
located at the present Rectory house.
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2. In an earlier glebeterrier dated 1571 (SRO
D/D/Rg 125/1) Great Quarter appears to be called
Pishill and is estimated at 24 acres. This earlier
document lists it as lyingin the East Field, locating
oneof the common arable fields ofNorth Cadbury.

3. In the 157I terrier Little Quarter is known
as SouthQuarteranda closeof pastureto the south
of it, estimated at II acres, is named as Compton
Stone. Thisfield is calledTwelve Acres inthe 1837
tithe apportionment The earlier name, Compton
Stone, suggests that at one time there was a
boundarystone here.This field is on the boundary
between North Cadbury and ComptonPauncefoot
parishes. The 3 fields, Woolmore, South Quarter
and Compton Stone are all listed as being in the
East Field in 1571. .

4. Ridgewaye is called Nether Rydgewaye in
1571 and is listedas being in the WestField

5. In 1571, Chine, in the West Field, was
estimatedas containing 35 acres. It seems thatChine
originally includedthe two fieldscalledLawnsand
TenAcre Lawns, to the west on the tithe map.

6. The Laines are listed as being in the West
Field in 1571. The nameLains or Linesis thought
to refer to the individual strips or furlongs in an
openarablefield. However, MargaretGelling notes
that it can also meanslowmoving stream(Gelling,
1984, 78). This is a possible explanation in this
case, a minor stream is locatedat the foot of these
fields. It seems that North Cadbury had only 2
common arable fields, East and West. Whitfeld has
notedthat this is a common systemin SE Somerset
witheachfieldbeingcroppedalternately (Whitfeld,
1981,18).

7. This is Coleford near Kilmersdon

8. Athird ofthemanorofKilmersdon has been
associatedwith the manor of North Cadbury since

lh
at least the 14 century. Theywere both ownedby
the Botreaux family at that time (Maxwell Lyle,
1922, 438). The paragraph after the mention of
Kilmersdon goes on to describe fields held by the
parsonage ofNorth Cadburylocated inKilmersdon.

9. This paragraph describes lands held by the
parsonage of North Cadbury in the parish of
Holcombe near Stratton on the Fosse. This is
probably also connected with the 14

lh
century

Botreauxestate.

10. Brice field is in a detached hide of North
Cadbury situatedbetweenCompton Pauncefoot and
Blackford This hideismentioned at Domesday and
seemsto havebeen a hideseparate fromBlackford
as early as 955 AD (Finberg, 1964, 136).
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6 Assessment and evaluation

Richard Tabor

"Thereare several levels at whicha projectsuchas
this should be evaluated. Most obviously, is it
successful at identifying ina representative manner
the chronological and functional rangeswhichare
its key targets? Is the chosen suite of techniques
suited to the particular working environment and
research agenda? Has the projecthad access to an
appropriately skilled rangeof personnel? Can the
project contribute to the management of the
surviving archaeological resource?" (Tabor 2002,
123).

Thoseremain the crucial preliminary questions to
beaddressed. Sincethe last interim reportwe have
nearly doubled the amount of land surveyed
geophysically, whilst morethantriplingthenumber
of square meters dug down to natural through the
introduction of additional test pits, someof which
have exceeded the originally stipulated 1m square
(Table 6.1). Conversely wehaveseen,as expected,
a drop in the number of shovel pits (see below).
The area which now demands most attention is
the analysis of finds and their subsequent
distributions.

Survival ofthe archaeological landscape

Much of this work has been conducted over land
quitedifferent from that which we have dealt with
before, particularly to thewest, inLocalities I and
lao On either sideof the Weston Bampfylde ridge,
particularly tothe northwherea broad,flat swathe
of alluvium fills the Cam valley, we haveevidence
ofextremely well preservedprehistoric archaeology
but, sealed below 1.50m to well over 2m of
overburden (Figure 3.50), it remains largely
unaccessible, In contrast, areas on the ridge have
developed an unnaturally flatprofile dueto repeated
ploughing sinceat leasttheMedieval period. Ridge
and furrow survives well near the Manor (Figure
3.49), but furtherwest on a band of gravel it has
been removed by the steam ploughing, which had
started to biteintoearlier archaeology. It is fortunate
that this area is now under longterm pasture as it
appearsto coveran IronAge settlement The most
outstanding surviving Medieval earthworks in the
study area are most probably those immediately
southofSparkford Churchin LickHills. Theyare
safelyunderpasture.

Other areas have survived steamploughing rather
better. In Nine Acresnearly a metreof colluvium
seals a Romano-British industrial site, itself
probablysetoveranIronAgetrack (Figure4.7) or
droveway leadingfrom thehillfort's southwestgate
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towards theCam. But the preservation is variable.
Inthe southpartofthesamefield, the higher ground
the veryvariablemagnetic response mayin part be
due to the ploughing. This pattern of variation is
repeated further east in Milsoms Comer and East
Field In both cases most archaeological deposits
are fairly, and somevery, securebut at the headof
steep slopesandacrossthetopsof ridges theplough
is cuttingintoarchaeological deposits year onyear.
An additional test pit on the top of a low knoll in
the former revealed that the plough soil interfaces
directly with natural.Thisbears out thegeophysical
survey which suggested that no arcbaeological
feature survive where promising cropmarks had
been visibleinthe 1947APs.

On the plateauit is fair to say that wherever there
is ploughing thearchaeology isat riskand it is here
that in someplaces very rich deposits remain. We
havejust startedworkin Locality 4 andalreadywe
are encountering soilsfullofnaturalstonebut very
few finds in an area rich in magnetic anomalies.

Overall it is fair to say that much archaeology
survives well on lowground but that thereneeds to
be a majorassessment of howwe shoulddeal with
threat to pockets of archaeology on low rises, and
majorarchaeological landscapes onthehigh ground,
whileavoiding crippling localarable agriculture.

Staffing and training

Wecontinue to relymainly onan established group
of volunteers who comeone or two days a week.
Sincethe last report theyhavehadan increasingly
important role in the analysis of finds, relying on
my teaching, text books anddiscussion. The group
members themselves recognise variation in
perception both from person to person, and
individually as they develop their skill through
experience. All the survey flintwork has been
analysed by the group, and the Romano-British
potteryis goingthrough the system. GilesCooper,
who has done a great deal of researchinto fabrics
and forms of the period has skills to rival many
professionals, andhe isworking onthe longawaited
project series based on a detailed analysis of the
material from Castle Farm. We have also been
fortunate to have an emerging Late/Sub Roman
specialist, James Gerrard, to analysethe material
recovered by JohnDavey. Theresults of this work
will be interpreted within the scheme outlined by
PeterLeach (2002, 50-56). Our aim is to beable,
in particular,to beableto identify middle and later
I: cen~AD pottery, andtodiscriminate between
4 and 5 century AD pottery.

Until 2003 I analysed all the prehistoric pottery.
However, the volume of material from that year's
training excavation at Sigwells rendered the task
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have decidedto dividethe post intwo, allowing the
employment of a technician for two days a week
over three years, and of a research assistant
specialising in bone for three days a week over a
minimum of two years. The latter post has now
been filled by Clare Randall. It is expected that
she will build on her work with the project, and
continue to analyse the bone from it, as part of a
Ph D programme. It will be for the new research
assistantto decidewhether or notto trainvolunteers
to help with this work.

The other very substantial backlog comprises a
large pile of several hundred soil sample bags. It
had beenhopedthat JinxNewleywouldbe treating
this material as part of a Ph D, and indeed she
began to make inroads into the backlog on a
voluntarybasis. Unfortunately she is notable togo
ahead with the plan. A major part of the new
technician's winter work will be flotation, after
training by Jinx, and the tankhas nowbeenmoved
to HomeFarm, Sutton Montis,wherethereis more
space and access to hot water. The analysis of the
residues will almost certainly be farmed out.

Even in the field there are considerable variations
in performance. We persist with shovel pittingas
methodologically more reliable than fieldwalking,
but after periods away from the field established
volunteers have sometimes forgotten which
materials should be collectedand whichdiscarded,
and new or temporary volunteers and placement
students always require training. Probably the
greatestproblem inthe field is achieving a consistent
descriptionof the soils.

Working with a group of intelligent and curious
volunteers is very educational for the person
directing the fieldwork. Full engagement with the
work is only achieved if the team members
understand the reasoning behind the methodology
and how it supports the emerging narrative. Even
the most tolerant volunteer will start to wonder
about the value of hard labour in the face of

,repeatedly negativeevidence. Thismaybemitigated
ifone, for instance,can demonstrate an association
of bumt stone plots with particular geophysical
anomalies where finds are general1y lacking.

The availability of skills can be a problem even
within a University department. Fortunately, Dr.
MichaelCosten hadthevisionto lookfurtherafield
whennecessary, paying forVukTrifkovic ofOxford
ArchDigital Ltd. to spend two days teaching me
the basics of ArchView. From the outset of the
Leverhulme Trust funding period it had been
intended that our data should be analysed and
interpretedwithin a GIS framework. Theplotsyou
see in this report (Figures 3.1 and 3.2, and 4.1 to
4.15 and others) are all the fruits ofthat training.
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Oxford ArchDigitai will be working closely with
.the project over the comingfour years to produce
more informative and user-friendly data plots, as
well as developing an interactive website where
visitors can interrogate the data themselves. Not
onlywill information about our workbemuchmore
up to date, but other academics and adventurous
amateurs willbe able to contributetheir own ideas
and interpretations.

Technique, method and narrative

Inthepast twoyears therehavebeentwosignificant
changesinour approachto fieldwork. Firstly, since
January2003 the gradiometersurveyhas benefited
from the introduction of the dual systemBartington
601-2. The old instrument, the Geoscan FM36,
remains excellent, and willprosperwhenintegrated
into a dual system with the FM 256. However, the
Bartington instrument became available at a
particularly fortuitous moment when we were
moving onto deepersoils on the lowground. A test
at Crissells Green showed that whilst the FM36
picked up most features the 60l's greater depth
range revealed significant additional anomalies.
Consequently, we have switched entirely to that
instrument withexcellent results. Volunteers areable
to cover nearly two hectares a day as a matter of
routineand thishas greatlyincreasedthe speedwith
whichwe cover a field.

The other innovation,anticipated at the outset, has
been the introduction ofadditional TPs in areas of
deep soil in place of shovel pitting. The original
intention was that this should be either according
to a fixedora randomsamplingpattern. In theevent
we have veered sharply away from that plan by
targeting all additional TPs at geophysical
anomalies, often opening areas of I x 2m, and in
one instance 1 x 6m! When reading Table 6.1 it
shouldbe notedthat the figureof"60" inthe "Extra
TP" column represents square metre rate, not the
numberofdiscrete TPs.

Therehavebeenproblemswiththe gradiometer data
in some areas, a combinationoflocal geology and
ploughdisturbance. This canbe seenfromMilsorns
Comer westwards, along much of the Weston
Bampfylde ridge and at Great Woolfester in
Sparkford. Part of the problem there is lies in the
landdrainage which criss-crosses the field. But in
general it has provedhighlyeffective, locatingdeep
archaeological deposits in North Field,
complementing an earthworks survey by local
students at LickHills, identiryingpossibleMedieval
settlement at Weston Bampfylde Manor, and
enablingus to target a large TP on what turnedout
to bea multiphaseIronAgeactivityarea inWorthy.
The identification of a palaeochannel in Middle
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Mead helped us to understand some of the
geomorphological processes at work in that area,
and a bonus was in the shape of the clearly
deliberate depositof a bovinemandiblein it.

Thefixedpattern TPs havecontinuedto be a useful
source of unexpected discoveries and
geomorphological information I regardthemas one
of the project's outstanding successes. More
controversial, within a landscape survey strategy,
are the targeted pits. They are not a satisfactory
substitute for general coverage of an area, and
although geophysical survey goes some way to
make up for this we should always bear in mind
that not everything pertinent to the research will
have an identifiable magnetic signature.
Nonetheless, they have proved highly successful.
Duringthe periodcoveredby this report extra TPs
have: identified rich BronzeAge deposits in North
Field; demonstrated the I st century closuredate of
a ditch, and possibly an enclosure system in East
Field; revealeda Romano-British industrial area in
Nine Acres; uncovered a deep 1st century AD
crouched burial in Eastcombe; have given a TPQ
to a double-ditched droveway crossing Milsoms
ComerandintoEnglands andNine Acres;andhave
revealed the IronAgeactivityat Worthy. Theyhave
alsodemonstrated howextensiveand variedthe land
drainageis in somefields! I am consideringwriting
the Shire Book on the subject.

During the Spring of 2002 we made a direct
comparison of fieldwalking andshovelpitting. Until
the Romano-British pottery has been analysed I
cannotpresentthe results. I hopedthat the retrieval
rates for our most vulnerabletarget artefact, later
prehistoric pottery, could be compared, but neither
technique produced any. There is little difference
between thetechniques in identifying Saxon (Figure
6.1) and Saxo-Norman pottery (Figure 6.2), with
fieldwalking performing slightly betterfor the latter,
but interestingly TPs failed to produce pottery of
either period. Conversely a TP locateda fewMiddle
Iron Age sherds.

Onbalancein Locality4 wewill probably revert to
fieldwalking where relatively shallow soils have
been lightly ploughed, shovelpittingwhereshallow
soils are under pasture, and extra targeted TPs
where the plough is causing severe damage to the
naturalrock andis hencedestroyingfriablepottery.

Emerging themes

We are increasingly able to describe land division
fromthe MiddleBronzeAge onwards. Wecan see
a pattern of long, regularly spaced, parallel
boundaries witha roughly WNWto ESE orientation
graduallyfilledwitha greater variety ofenclosure
size and form. By the Iron Age there were well
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established routes through an increasingly arable
landscape,sometimes with a trend towards a more
W to E orientation. Typically this trend would be
interpreted as representing a shift from livestock
to full blown mixed agriculture but the choice of
soils and topography suggest that an arable
component may have been important even in the
Early Bronze Age.

Whilst evidence from excavations on Cadbury
Castle itself and Milsoms Corner hint at the
importanceof the hill, perhaps as a centreofritual
observance, the distribution ofactivity in the Early
Bronze Age has a largelydispersedcharacter. But
as thesecond millennium progresses thehillappears
to become an increasingly important focus of
settlement, ifnotonit, then certainly in its immediate
vicinity. This is pattern continuing until a possible
periodof nucleation on the hilltop itself during the
Early Iron Age. Thereafter, settlement spreads
outwards again, becoming more widespread in the
Middleto Late Iron Age.

The emerging character of a major act of closure
during the I $l century AD over much of the
productive landscapehas provedoneof thegreatest
surprisesfromthe last two years. My feeling is that
it ties in with the "massacre" deposits recovered
fromthehillfort's southwestgate,andthat theevent
dates to the third quarter of that century. This
chronology fits with Alcock's published view
(Alcock 1972, 159-61), but is at odds with that
proposed by Ann Woodward (Woodward 2000b,
2000c). She has identified several episode of
destruction and refurbishment within a span from
around the mid-1st century AD to the second, or
even possibly the third century. On balance she
appears to prefer a date of AD 43 to 47 for the
human remains at the south west gate.

We have been fortunate in the number of ritual
deposits we have encountered through excavation
and TPs. The crouched burial at Eastcombe Farm
was a remarkably fortuitousdiscovery andcannow
be compared with the adult from Sigwells Trl2.
Both probablydate to the Ist century AD.Ofmuch
longer duration is the practice of discarding
perfectly good querns. We have examples of this
practice from the Early Neolithic (a pit, Milsoms
Comer), Late Bronze Age (an enclosure ditch,
Sigwells TriO) and Late Iron Age (a rotary quern
in a pit, Cadbury Castle). Another long-standing
practice was the placing of bovine mandibles in
ditches: Middle Bronze Age (a ditch terminal,
Sigwells Trench 8; an enclosure ditch cut in the
MiddleBronzeAge, Milsoms Comer);Late Bronze
Age (several in an enclosure ditch, including one
at a terminal, Sigwells Trenches 8 and 9); Late
Romano-British (a ditch terminal, Castle Farm
2003). There are also many other special anima1
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deposits to consider, including ox and horseskulls
andcomplete burialsofotheranimals, including dog

. and sheep, from the Iron Age and Ist century AD.

We now have a good idea frequency of, and
landforms preferredfor, settlement duringthe Iron
Age. In the next three years we hope to begin to

South Cadbury Environs Project

characterise some of those settlements through
excavations. We have much to look forward to
in the next few years, including the presentation
of the data in more accessible and versatile
formats,
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